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CHAPrER I
STATEMElll' OF THE PROBIJ!)(

The major religioDs of historical times haw demanded of candidates for
the priesthood a high degree of human perfection.

A brief 81lIIDIIU.'7

ot prescrip-

tions tor aspirants to the priesthood of the ancient cults bas been gi'VeI1 by

Guadier (24).

The Roman

Catholic Church has not shown itself less exacting in

its demands upon those who would be official inte1'lll8Cliaries between God and
man.

st.

Paul, writing to Timothy and to Titus on the virtues required in a

priest (I T1m., 3: 2-7; Titus, 1:>-9) enumerated only human qualities evidently considering that these needed. more elucidation than the reqUirements

ot

~rnatural

ot

the Catholic Church,

motivation and supernatural virtues. Throughout the hiStory

st. Paul's outline ot requisite natural qualities has

been filled in with specific details.

Early in the Christian erat ecclesias-

tical councils and individual bishops concerned themselves with

~sical

detects which were to be considered impediments to ordination. Later, epilepsJ
and other serious mental illnesses reeeiwd consideration, as Geraud hu

pointed out (21). The latest revision ot the Code ot

canon Law forbids

the

ordination of those who "by reason ot corporal detect oannot with security
because ot their weakness, or With decency because of d1f'torm1ty, exercise the
ministry of the altars, also those who are or who have been epileptiCS or
deprived

ot

reason.

• •• " (10, C. 9B1J). :But the Code of canon

Lay

determines only the lower limits ot fitness tor the catholic priesthood.
1

2

Encyclical letters ot the pope s and decrees ot ecclesiastical congregations
insist that bishops shoul:d not be content with the mere absence ot gradetects but ought to seek tor positive signs ot aptitude in candidates tor
the priesthood.

Among instructions on selection ot oandidates for the priesthood,
preeminent are the encyclical ot Pope Pius
the enqollcal

n !!!

catholici sacerdoti1 (h4) and

ot Pope Pius III Menti neatrae (45). Pope Pius III warns:

Achievement in the erection and management ot Seminaries tor the education ot

If

future priests deserves all praise.

But it would be ot little avail, were

there any lack ot care :i.n the selecting and approving ot candidates·
p. 26).

Om,

He tells all who haw charge of seminaries that -the7 must indeed

toster and strengthen vocations with sedulous carel but With no less zeal they
must di8courage unsuitable Candidate8, and in good t1me send. them away fran a

path not meant tor them"
candidate.:

~Suoh

who are, therefore,

(lth, p. 28). Be describes 'Mhat

be means by unsuitab

are all youths 1IhG show a lack ot necessary fitness, and

unl.ikeq to

worthily and becomingq·

(1m,

persewre :tn the

p. 26).

,~,

priest~

ministrr

both

he counsels aeftr1ty rather

than leniency in the matter ot the selection of seminarians:
In the_ matters hesitation and delay 18 a serious lIdl'ftake and 'IIlq
do serious harm. It is tar better to diamisa an unfit student in
the earq stages, but it, tor atV' reason, such dismi8sal has been
delayed, the mi8take should be corrected as soon al it is kD:rtm.
There should be no human consideration or false mercy. Such false
mercy would be a real cruelty, not ,orily towards the Church, to Whom
1RNld be given an unfitted or l111WOt"thy minister, but also towards
the youth himselfJ for, thus embarked upon a talse course, he would
find lWuell' exposed to the l"iek of blcoming a stumbling block to
himself and to others with peril ot eternal ruin (44, p. 28).
Later jn the same encyclical, Pius XI cautions that

t..~e

presence ot a true

priestly vocation "is not established

80

much by some inner feeling or devout

attraction, wt>.ich may somet1mes be absent or hardly perceptible, but rather by
a right intention in the aspirant, together with a oombination of phy'sical,

intellectual and moral qualities 1Ihich make him fitted. for such a state ot i l l

(44, p. 29). He urges that super:iors of seminaries and spiritual directors
confessors nrenect how weight,. a responeibili ty" they assume before God, beto
the Church, and betore the youths themselves, it they do not take all means at

their disposal to avoid a false step·
1he reigning pontiff, Pius

xn,

(lw, p.

29).

i.n his eXhortation to the clergy of the

entire world on the sanctity of the priestly life, insists that the choice of
candidate. tor the prie-'hood should be enlfghtenec1 and prudent. Be say's.

Itt

i8 alwaya De08seary to investigate individual aspirants to the priesthood with

d.1l.igence, to aacertatn the intentions and the reasons with Which they have
taken th,ts resolution" (4S, p • .34). Speaking specifically of the greater need
for e:z:am:lnation of candidates in recent years, Pius XII continues,

"We deem 1

useful to n:hort you to examine with your acknowledged prudence and with care

whether those who wish to nee1'We Orders are physically .fit, all the more

80

because the recent war has DO't infrequently left deadl.y traces on the rising
generation and haa disturbed them in JDaIW ways. For this reason, ties.

candidates should. be earetully examined, and where necessary, the judgment of
a good physician should be sought"

(45, p.

3~).

'lbeae quotatiOns mani£est the great concern ot recent popes to impro'Ve t
choice of candidates for the priesthood.

Qui te obviously, the pontiffs reall

that the eS88ntial element ot a vocation is not a natural quality or aIV
combination of natural. qual1ties, but rather the presence of the "actual grace

of vocation -

a supernatural illumination of the mind, leading a man (but not

forcing h:i.lll) to think of the priesthood, and a supernatural strengthening of
the w1ll, leading him to desire the priesthood.

Grace, however, is an inte

spiritual, intangible entity, incapable of measurement.

As such, it. cannot be

an objective C1"1terion by which a seminary-director or a religioUS superior or
a bishop can judge the presence of a 'VOCation in another.
criteria of

8Qme

tical approval.

yet objectiTe

sort are needed because a vocation needs official. eceJ.esiuThe Church demands that religious superiors or b1.a1lops or

their delegates pus judgment upon the

~sica.l,

intellectual, and moral

qua1.11"ications of candidates for the priesthood..
'l.'he popes do not speak explicitly of such a quality' a8 "psychic" fitness

as a :requisite in candidates for the priesthood.

!

_fo_rt_iO_ri_, they do not ape

explic1.tq of psychological examinations for prospective Seminarians.

In fact

Pius XI would seem, at first hearing, to haYe forbidden such examinations.

In

attacking the pervasive naturalism of the modern world, he has said:

18 worse is the claim, not' only vain but false, irreverent and dangerous, to
sulDit to research, experiment and conclusions o:f a purely natural and profane
order, those matters of education which belong to the supernatural order) as
for example questions of priestly or religious vocation, and in general the

seem working. of grace which

:indeed elevate the natural powers, but ere

infinitely superior to them, and may nowise be subjected to physical

law8 • • • • n (43, p. 2,).

It ntight be concluded from this text tha.t the pope

was forbidding such a procedure as subjecting candidates for the priesthood to

psychological examination.
be to call

j.nto

To i.nterpret the text so strictly would, howe"Ver,

question the procedure of

~le

world-wide congress on religious

lite held in Rome in 1950 (1).

The delegates to that congress -

mal\Y of whom

were persons close to the re1gning pontift', Pius XII, and well aware ot' his
attitudes -

concerned themselves particularlJr with the question of whether

modern sciences in general, and psychology :tn particular, could facilitate the
selection of oand1dates.

The proceedings ot' the congress wre carried on with

ecclesiastical knowledge, and detailed report.s thereot' ha'Ve been published wi
ecclesiastical approbation. Moreover, as Benko and Nuttin argue (2), Pius XI
himself often insisted upon the necessity of examinations of the intelligence
and "teperament" of candidates for the priesthood.

psyohologieal exa.m.ination.s. Consequently~ Pius XI
psychological examinations as such.

But such examinations are

ftS

not opposed to

Benko and Nuttin further argue.

Pius XII draws attention to the possible necessity of consulting a
physician, a layman • • • • Let us go one step further and ask this
question. i f one trusts the phy'sic1an when there is question of an
examination of the body, of physical healthJ i t one judges that hiB
ad:rice col18titutes in some fashion a criterion ot' the fitness ot
the candidate tor the priesthood} tor what reason would one not
trust the examination of intelligence, of teJnperament, and - to a
certa.i.n extent -

of :i.ntention to a psychologist?

Pius XI seems to be saying merely that all the

(2, p. S).

118 tural

qua.l1ticationa in

the world do not constitute a vocat:i.on to the p:"iestbood. A vocation is not.
directl,y discernible or meallUftble by .ciemilie means. A young man may have
the .tinest i.ntellectual, physioal, moral, and psychie balance and 8till not

have a vocation

to the priesthood. On the other

hand, a vocation to the

priest.bood will not ordinarily be givan by God to a man Who does not haw at
least the minimal hUllla.D qualities :required. tor the proper tulfillment of the
obligatiOns of the priesthood.

Consequently, i t a young man is found to lack

such miru.mal human qualities, it may prudently be concluded that he does not

6
have a priestly vocation.
Senko end Nuttin, throughout thei~ recent publication on the subject (2),
mak:e a pointed distinction between the psychological examination
vocation -

Which is fo~bidden by Pope Pius XI -

examination

ot a candidate for the

priesthood.

ot a

and the psychological

The examination of candidates

tor th.e prieethood has been required since the very begin.ninc of the Church's
histor.r 41

In n/JIcent years, as scientific psychology has come of age and as

psychio imbalance in the general population has attracted increased interest,
churchmen have become increasingly alert to the possibility of peychic

imbalance in candidates tor the priesthood and increasingly receptive to the
pC>ss1bUityof using psychological techniques in the examination of oandidates.
Benko and Nuttin (2) point out the part,icular need tor what they felioitously

oall "psycholOgical equilibrium" :in the priest.
Certainly one might ask in what measure Psychological equilibrium
constitutes, for religious or priestly lite. a condioio siDe SJ!!!
non. The practice of genuine virtue, and even great aCh1evemeJii
iTlerein, are possible in the u.n who is unbalanced and ewn 111
one who 18 deceived about his .t'und.alnental motives. Nevertheless,
it is wise to nate two thing&,. Disequilibrium is accompanied b,y
constructive qualities only in the "rich· personality, :in whom
psychio trouble consine less i;n a lack ot maturity than in an
unequal development and disproportion in certain traits. That is
the .ssential distinction. Psychological equilibrium does not
mean total absence of certain "excesses"; it is not a question
ot the nate at JIOul which characterises a type at man who 1.
completely at rest. Psychological equilibrium is a question of
of matur1:ty- and. ot integration. Furthermore, in the c&88
at the priest)l who tult1lls in the rrrl dst of men one or other
apoetolic function - the .tunctiOll of direction or education certain forms of psychological disequilibrium can be harmtul,
not only to the dignity of his function, but even more to the
well-being of the persons towards whOJJl he directs hiB apoatolate.
1Wen i f one adm1t that the lBan who is psychologically unbalanced
can attain, eWntu.ally, in the religious ille a M.gb. degree of
sanctity and personal perfection, the priest j n contact with
the world at men wi.ll not normally be able to shoulder the 1"8-

_gree

7
sponsibiliLies of the apostolate unless a constellation of human
qualities eu,atains his supernatural life. 'lhat is wh1' it is important, it seema to us, to neglect noth:i.ng which could improve the
methods of psychological diagnosis of the cand.idate for the
priesthood. (2, pp. vii-Viii).

Because many other ecclesiastics agree with the contentions ot Benko and
Nuttin, the practice is slow4r gaining ground ot screening candidates tor the
diocesan seminary and candidates for the novitiate of cler1cal religious orden
with the aid

ot psychological tests. In the United states today, the practice

is fa1r1;y Widespread in the larger religious orders which the present writer is a member.

informed of such practice.

including the order ot

The reigning pontiff is certainly

Moreover, results ot studies of such screening haw

been published and have received considerable attenMon (2, 3). Projected
screening programs involving the use

ot psychological examinations have been

outlj.ned in some detail in perj.odical8 which are subject to ecclesiastical
censorship and published with ecclesiastical approbation

(4, S, 14).

written at the Pontifical Gregorian Universi.ty in Rome on the subject

A book

ot

spiritual guidanee and the psychological examination of "temperament" was
pubB.shed in 1956 with ecclesiastical approval (48). And, perhaps most
signifi~,

-

the Acta of the worldwide congress on reUg1.ous lU'e held in

Rome in 1950 contain a number of unchallenged pleas for the use ot psychologica
tests in the selection of candidates tor the priesthood.
The slow1;y growing interest of bishops, seminary staffs, and religiOUS
superiors :in the application of psychological techniques is, then, quite
umistakable.

Those who employ psychological tests as a help in selecting

candidates are attempting to foreeaa tthose whose human qualities may render
them more fit or les8 tit for the psychologically exacting life of the priest

6
in the modern world.

In so doing, the proponents ot such teeting programs

sineere4r believe that they are .foater:!.ng the spirit, if not following the
letter, ot the papal directive which urges that the7 "take all means at their
disposal"

(44,

p. 29) to help provide the Church With suitable priests.

1&E2theses. One o.f the teste be:1l'lg ueed increasingly in the screening ot
candidates

tor the priesthood in the

United states 1e the Minnesota Hulti)ilasi

Peraonality Inventor,y (MMPI), which was .first published by S. R. Hathaway and
J. C. Mclinley and their colleagues o.f the Universiv ot Minnesota in 1943.
'1he MMPI is "a psychometric instrument designed ultimately to proVide, in a
single test, scores on all the more important phases of personallty" and

assist the investigator "to assay tho. traits that are

tic of disabling psychological abnormality" (27, p.

oommo~

5).

to

ch.aracteris-

'lbe rationale

underlying the MMPI will be discussed at greater length in Chapter II of this
thesi8, wh:tch proposes to investigate the validity ot the use ot the test tor
the purposes of screening candidates for the priesthood Within a religioue

order of the Rca.an Catholio Church.
In 19h8, the Rev. W. O. Bier, S.J. t published "A canparati'Ve study of a
seminary group and .four other groups on the MMPI" in Studies

Ps;y;ch1atry; !I.2! l!:!. Catholic University

2! '!'!erica.

.!!! PWcholoQ: ~

The study has since been

republiahed as a chapter entitled If.! comparat:i.ve stud;y o.f .five Catholic
college groups on the MMPlfI in ~8ic Readiass 2!!

2

~

!! P!'lchololl ~

Medicine,
u. edited by Oeorge Schlager Welsh and 'W. Grant Dahlstrom (SO).

Fr.

Bier'., group ot 8eminaria.ns (henceforth to be reterred to as the Bier Group)

was a rather heterogeneous sample drawn both :f'ran the ranks of diocesan
seminarians and from the ranks of three difterent (unident1f1ed) rel.ig1ous

9
orders in three geographically separated sections of the Un! ted State. (:3).
All were "major" sem:i.narians, i.e., men who had ccmpleted "minor" seminary
studies at the high school level and wre engaged in the study of philosoph,. or
theology at the time of Bier's research.

He compared this seminary group with

four other Catholio populations (med:i.cal, dental, law, and uoo.ergraduate
college students). Most of his subjects answered the MMPI anon;ymous~.

When

he had rejected the protocols ot those whose scores on one of the validating
seales of the MMPI were .:i n excess of two standard deviations above the Mean

the Minnesota Normal Male Group (the standardizing male group
Bier waa lett with an N of 171 aem1nariana.

He found that

ot

ot the MMPI),

40% of this group

ahowed scores on one or other clinical seale ot the MMPI in excess ot two
standard dev1ations above the Mean at the Minnesota NornlAl Male Group. He
concluded &
The NIId.nary group manifests the same deviant terxlenciea @.th
respect to general male population norms tor the MMPgthough in
a more marked degree than the other groups [f..e~~ the Bier
medical, dental, legal, and undergraduate grouP!! • • • • It the
.05 leftl of Significance is accepted, 55 per cent of' the
differences between the seminary and the other group. are
sign1£icant J 40 per cent of such differences ant .~ gnU'icant at
the .01 level. Of these statistical.ly significant differences,
80 per cent are in the direotion of greater dev1ation, i.e.,
poorer adjustment, .lor the seminary group. In other words, the
semim.u"y ~C'O is the moat deViant portion o£ an already dev:lJmt
PG.puJ.ation i.e., the Catholic college and professional school
populatio
(3, p. 593).

Bierls seminary group, then, dU'fers 8ign1.t1cant.,q from both the Minneaota
standardiution sample and .from a group of undergraduate and professional
students in Catholic educational inst.itutions.

Bier expresses the balie£ that

his seminarians constituted. fta good representative sampling of student,s for
the priesthood." (3, p. 588).

'lhis thesis proposes to in-vestigate the

10
1mplicf>t.lons of that stat,ement about t.he
af.trn:!l'~ry

SlmlPle.

ot

the B1er

It proposes, in otber words, to ask .Are Bier'. resulta w1:t.h

aem1nnrtQn8 on the MMPI
modification

repreHn~t1".ne88

4l.• llOl"IU

SO

representat1w that they ma;y be used without

tor other nmi,Ml7 groupe?

Would aU seminary groupe

perform all the Bler Group perf'oX'mlJd on the MfW!"1 Are other .I't'd.rw.ry groups ..
deviant from tbe genenu. population norma for t.he MMPI a8 the Bier Group wu?
t'11gbt a S81dnar:r or religious order wh5eh 'P%"oposed to u . . the MMPI aa a

screening de'vi,oe for candidate. merely adopt the Bier norma 1nlnterpret1nc
the~.P1

performance. of such candidates? Would eandS,datea whose aCOr8a

exceed the 131,er norma be !! !E!.2 &l'WlpeCt of umrui tab!l1 ty for sem5. r,ary life or

religious life?
The writer of thi.& paper haa tried t.o evaluete the validity- ot making

such generallu.tiofts trom Bier's data by appl1ing the MMPI to a more bomo-

pl'll101oUt eem1ne.ry popult\tion wtdch should tbeOntt1caJ.q11e w:1.thin
flier's "good
• ••
representatl'Ve 8UIpl.1ng ot studenta tor the prieatbood."

H{'~

baa chO_n tor

hi. st.ud,y a group of _jar aeminarlana t.roN one re15.g1crua order which baa been
usin~

the MMP! (18 a ecreening dence for the paet eeveral years and which 1.

trying to refine ita norma for scoring and

~nterpret1ng

candidates. Hia 8ubjecta are drawn from a

~r

the Bier aeminar1.ane.

'tJ:le7 are alISO fewer

1.b.e lmrestigator hu set three null

the MMPI protocols of

geographical

e.re&

than were

in num'bor.

~se8

to be inwetigntedl

(1)

h t there ia 00 d1fterence 8:i.gn:ficant f1.t the .0, lavel of cont1dence between
the MMPI performance of t.l::ie Bier heterogel'leOWl eer.dnary f7.l"oup and the

!'iiOnt

homogeneous group of this 8tuq,yJ (2) That there are no j.ntra-group d1t.t"erencee

11
within this more homogeneous group significant at the

.05 level of confidenceJ

and (J) Thnt there is no d1.ff'erence significant at the

.05 level of confidence

between the performance of' this more hOJlOgeneous group and the standardization

group of Minnesota. Hale Nonnals on the t.f1PI.

?1ore specific detini tion of some

of the terms of these hypotheses and specific explanations of the methods
employed in testing the hypotheses will be found in Chapter III of this thesis.

CHAP'l"m

n

'to ay' that the literature on the MMPl. 18 extensi.... 'WOuld be to risk

ll%I.dera\ate.nt. Welah and ~ (SO) :in 19.5'6 publlab.ed

689 article. on
19SO.

the MMPI. over walt of

A8 they potm, out,

mucb

"it 18 beoCmdng

II.

bibl1ograplq' of

haft appoared l.n the

incre.aing~

yo&r8

a1.nce

d1tt1cul\ tor a new

.tudent. of the teat to identity and locate the papers tb4t will provide him
with a proper foundation in the

U_ oZ the MMPI" (SO.. p. v).

For that

:reucm,

tJte.y ha.... co1leoted 66 .arUclaa which they 'belJeve con8tltute Dtbe major

reMU'Ch and ol1n1cal de'Ji8lopltent. in the u_ of the MMPI dur1nc the lad

fU'ielNl ;y8anw· (;0, p. Y). Moat of tJle MMPI l1ten.t'Ul'8 r."t'1.ewed. in th18 thes!
1e oonta1necl :tn the Welah and

~

ortg1nall3 publi abed in journals

ret..... ). In order to

caap1la.tlon, although some of it ....

(to whi,oh\-.rel8h and Dahl.atrta

keep the 1'8Yiew

ot llterature

within 1WlllOJUlble

boun&!J, tb1e inft«Jt;1aator w1U reatr:1.ct Ma.U to rniew1ng
wbjo11 _ _ moat bu:!..

11_ the

nud1e. of the underl.y1ne rationale

cmlI' tbo_ .tuMe

ot

thtJ

MMPI and

dudi.e. ocmeerned. with the construction nnd With tbe valld.ity ot the 1ndivid

ollnical aaalea of the

ten.

Rationale
of ......
tbe _
MlfPI.
Paul E. Meehl, one ot the &nen most
,1
_
~

nected

yj,t,h

olo~

con-

the dawlopment of the MMPI, admits that tbe MMPl JI&7 be claa$1.l
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as a "structured. personality te.t" (38, p. 5) and agree. with Max L. Butt, who
defines suoh teata as "tho.e in lihich the teat material consists of convention

al, culturally orystallized questions to which the subject must respond in one
of a very few f'ixed waya" (cf. 38, p. ,).

11eehl, however, strongly" maintains

that there are "certain rather prevalent Misconceptions

8.S

to the nature and

the theoI7 of' at least one important structured personall ty test

goo w:P.!7"

(38, p. 11) and. sets out to correct such misapprehensions. He points out that,
eaoh of' the test. questions will have the same meaning to all subjects" ()8,
p.

5).

Re furthermore denies that the MHPI is a selt-rating device which acta

as a "surrogate for a behavior sample" (J8, p. 6).

He is at pains to point

out, too, that the 'Mt-1PI was not constructed upon an! priori buis.

In short.

Meehl insists that the MJPI represents a departure from. what may be called the

tncR tlona.1 approaoh to structured personality tests.

Traditionally, a

personality teat ot the structured (u opposed to the projective) type ia con-

structured frOM a number of' items u8'Ull8d
personality trait.

1;0 be

indicative of one or other

It is traditionally assumed that the items will mean the

same thing to all subjeots, and that cert.a1n item. will be answered by certain

types of' persona in certain 'IiRlJ"S.

Meehl sayst

"'!'he fallacious charaoter of'

this procedure bas been sufficiently shown by the 8r!tpir:1cal :results of the MM
alone • • • • ft

08,

p. 6).

He goes on to deecribe a second possible approach

to the oonstruction of structured personal! ty testa -

the approach wbich was

in tact taken by the authors of the *PI t
The second approach to verbal .eU-rat!ngs is rarer among testmakers. It consists simply' in the explic1 t denial that . . aocept
a. seU-rating as a leeble surrogate for a behavior sample, and

substitutes the assertion tl1¢~t a Itself-rating" conatitutes an intrinsically interesting and significant bit of verbal beha:Vior, the nontest correlates of which must be discovered Ez e!Eirical lllaar;; {JO,
p:"O; italics mine).
As examples of such an approach to testing, Meehl singles out the Strong

Vocational Interest Blank, the Hwnm-Wadawortb 'l'el'lJP6r&ment Scales, and the MMPI
-

"or any other structured personaHt,. measuring device in which the selectio

of items wae done on a thoroughly empirical buis using

criterion groups" OB, p. 6).

carerul~

selected

In such an approach to test- construct-ion, the
\,

test-tB8ker does not

!. Eian decide that an item of such-e.nd-such content

should tap such-e.nd....auoh a personality d.imension or that the anner to suchand.-such an item by a particular subject should be taken at face value as the
objective~

true statement of a tact. Meehl gives an interesting example

wtd.ch

highlights the distinctive approach of the liMPI:

One of the items on the MMPI scale for detecting psychopathiC personality (Pd) is "My parents and famil,y find more fault with me than they
should.tI' If .. look: upon th:ls as a raM,ng in which the fact
indicated by an affirmative response is cruCial, _ ~ly begin
to wonder whether the testee can objectively evaluate how much other
people's parents tind taul t with them, whether his own parents are
warranted in finding as much fault with him as they do, whether this
particular subject will interpret the phrase "finding fault" in the
'II8y \18 intend. or in the way most normal persons interpret it, and 80
on. The present Yiew is that this is 8imply an unprot1 table way to
e:xamine a question-answr personality test item. To begin With, the
empirical. finding is that. individuals whose past history and
moJJltmtar,y clinical picture is that of a typical psychopathic
personality tend to say "Yes" to this much more often than people
in general do. Now in point of fact, t.hey probabl\y should ny "No"
because the parents of psychopaths are sorely tried and probabl\y do
not find faul.t with their incorrigible offspring any more than the
latter deserve. • • • Again, f%1ch of the t:1rne 1 feel I haYe done
something W:1."ong or en,l." Anyone who deals clinically With
psychopaths comes to doubt seriously whether they could poseibl¥
interpret this item in tbe way the rest of us do, but they say that
about· themselves nonetheless. Numerous other examples • • • appear
on the __ scale and are significant because psychopaths tend to
~ certain things about themselves, rather than because 'W8 take
lJiiae st.atements at face value (38, p. 7).

As Meehl says, in the ease of the }tIPI, "the stimulus situation seems to reque
a self-rating, whereas

l!!!.

given (38, p. c).
-been
articles on the NMPI with
lt

scortas

.22!!!!2l assume !. valid ,!!!!-ratins l2. h!!!

Meehl concludes what is perhaps the most basic of all
a percept!va analogy to cl1.nical practice which

suggests that the MMPl approach is a highly reasonable approaclu
It has no't been sufficiently recognized by eritics of structured
personality tests that what a man says about himself may be a
highly significant fact about him ewn though we do not entertain
with &n;1 confidence the hypothesis that what he says would agree
with lIhat casplete knowledge of him would lead others to MY of
him. It is rather strange that this point i.s so otten completely
passed by, when clinical psychologists quick~ learn to take just
t.hat attitude in a diagnostiC or therapeutic interview. The
complex detense mechanisms of projection, rationalization, reaction
formation, etc., appear dytiamically to the interviewer as soon as he
begins to take what the client says as motivated. by other
than
those of giving an accurate verbal report. There is no good.! e£?ori
reason tor deIW'ing the possib1l.1t1' of silnilar procesaes in the
highly structured "interview" which is the question-answer personality
test ()8, p. 8).

1'18.

W. Seeman has done an important stu~ of "subtlety" in the MMPI (46).
work i8 ~ an investigation of items whose "meaning" in terms

ot

diagnostic significance cannot be arbitrarily assigned in! E*0ri fashion.
8q81

As an example, consider two itelll8 from the MMPII "It takes a lot of
argument to oonVince most people of the truthtf and "I have a. habit
of counting things that aN not important, such as bulbs on electric
signa and so torth." 'l'o the anent that the psychodynamio meaning
of the second item can easily be established with a high degree of
interpersonal agreement (that is, most individuals who have had the
requisite psychological or psyohiatric training would agree that
this is an obsessive-oompulsive mode ot detense}wbereas this is not
true of the first item, the first item would by definition be
properly characterized as "more subtle" than the seoond (46, p. 41).
Seeman remarks that "it is this property of subtlety in which structured
personality instruments /Jike the MMPY haw been canmonly presllllled to be
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deficient" (46, p. 42). He sets out to disprove the validity of this

CODl11lO!l

presumption in the case of the MMPI by an experiment in which be used as
subjects

58

advanced students in clinical psychologr. He gave them .30 items

from the MMPI, of Which 15 were "obvious" item. sueh as the count:! ng item
referred. to earlier, and.

15 were "subtle" in the sense

that it was hypothesized

that their "meaning" or peychod;ynamic sl.gmt1cance would. not ordinarily be
detected even by diagnoBt1. cally sophisticated persons.

He found hill p"diotiox

to be statistically verUief1 in the Mnse that there was greater d1f.ticult7
(Bignitieant at the .01 leftl) in assigning the usubtle fl items to the correct
diagnostic scale of the MMPI than in aSSigning the "obvious" itema.

was true for ac1:vanoe4 students in psychology, it would preaumabl¥

~

It this

• •n true!

for the unsophisticated. subjects to trhcml the MMPI is ordinarily administered.
'lhe experiment was repeated with the same items and. the same subjects when,

two academic quarters later, they had. completed a course devoted to a study of
the MMPI through readings and lectures gi'ftn by Dr. Paul Meehl. Seeman again

found that the degree of

heM ••

achieved in the assignment of the obVious

items was markecUy greater than that achieved with the subtle items. He concluded that tlnen instruction in the MMPI by an individual thoroughly"
comersant With its st.ructure doe. not close the gap between the subtle and
the obvious it__ ft (46, p. u9) •
.A .tudy leading to somewhat similar conclu.sions about the "subtlety" of

the MMPI was made by H. G. Gough (2,3). 'Nbo &180 worked With SOphisticated
subjects. He condUcted an examination of typioal conceptioDl of neurotic1em
by having subjects take t.he role of a psyohoneurot.1c pat.1ent 1n responding

the MMPI.

Be corwludedl

to

"fligniticant discrepanciea be_en what diagnosed

11
patients

did~

in tact, report on this inventory and the stereotypes given by

siJaulators were discovered" (23, p. 51). He ad.va.need the argument that "error

ot the magnitude observed suggested a considerable degree of misinformation in
the pre~ailing conceptions about neurotici_ ft (2), p.
be read ..e .. confirmation

ot the contention that the

51). Gough's study may

MMPI is a subtle test,

not as capabla of being "taked" u it might at first sight appear to be.
B. R.

Ha~

and J. O. McKinley, the au.thors of the MMPI, are obViousq

the" most ccapetent to speak on the subject. ot the construction of the test.
'!'hey describe the forma tiOD

ot

the original. item-pool as follow.

1he individual i teJU were formulated pertly on the basis of preViOUS
clinical experience. Mainly, bowver, the items were supplied .tram
several psychiatric examination direotion torms, from various textbooks ot psychiatry, trom certain of the d.1..rections tor cue tald.ng
in medicine and neuroloQ', and from earlier published scales ot
personal and social attitudes. The original list consisted ot more
than one thousand items • • • • 'lhe separate items vere tormulated.
as declarative sentences in t.'1e first person Singular. The
majority were placed in the positive, the remainder in the negatiw.
Interrogativa sentences were not used. Simplified wording constituted
the language ot the items, the words used being selected as tar as
poss:l.ble from those :in most frequent use aecordi ng to standard word
frequenci table.. llao, the statements were restricted to matters
of'ttanmon knowledge." Idiomatic expressions were included when the
idioms were common in the English language. Grammatical fom was
occasionally sacrificed in the interests of brevity, claritY', and
simplicity (28, p. 60).

Items which _ . .d to be duplicate. were deleted. as were items which seemed
at the outset to have relatively little SignifiCance, so that the final maher
of i tams used. in the lirst form ot the MMPI was $04. lor the sake of eonvenience, the items were arbitrarily classified under 2$ headilllfJ, according

manifest content or "face validity." . '!'be process of construct.ion of the test
thus far deacrfbed is, of course, an ! Eiori proceSS) before one can have a

test, one must have item8, and these items must come tr(JI somewhere. But the
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! priori approach to the MMPI ends right there.

Every other step jn the con-

struction of the scale was taken on tt:Ie baa:ts ot empirical evidence.
Empil-ically, "a great ma.n;y good basie pool items were eliminated fran a final.

seale 'because they showed overlap in validity with
syndrome" (26, p. 1(4).

8<X1le

other clinical

Moreover, some items proved to have no empiricaJ..q

danonatrable clinical value J consequently,

S0Jn8

items Which remain in the MMPI

are s:imply not soored in any way.

Once the basic item-pool had been assembled.. the authors of the

test went

on to construct empir:i.call;y Tarious "seales" (ae'ts of items Which were
empirically demonstrable as significant in connection with various clinical
eyndromes). .As Hathaway eays, Itspec1f:tc steps in scale ck'Val.optnent were 80
varied that they cannot be completely described" (26, p. 104). But McKinle;y
and Hathaway do attempt to describe

the purpose of the MMP! and the detailed

process which, with minor modifications, was carried out in the formu.lation ot
,each of the NMPI scales (3$).

Because the construction of the MMPI is con-

sidered to be a model ot _pirical procedure, and because Hathaway and
McKinley speak with supreme authOrity on the construction of the Ml"IPI, it will
not be out ot place to quote them exactly and at length'
The problems to be solved by the scales ot the MMPI are frankly tho ..
of detectj ng and evaluating typical and ccantonly recognized torm. of
major psychologioal abnormality. The teI'llinology and classification
system are largely drawn .trom ordinary psychiatriC practice. Where
there ere correlations between clinical syndromes, the scales tend to
show correlation, where the clinically recognized diagnosis is impure,
the seales Will tend to be impure. These are usually, therefore, not
ate.t1stieally pul"e scales. • • • One additional point. ahould be
especially stressed. Every item :tinally chosen differentiates between
criterlon and nomal groups and that is the reason tor acceptance or
rejection of the items. They are not selected tor their content or
theoretical import. Frequently the authors can see no possible
rationale to an item in a giftn scale J it is fle'Vertheless accepted

it it appears to differentiate. • • •

Specifically, the derivation of scales begins With the selection ot
a oriterion group or groups. These persons have all been examined
and diagnosed by the staff of the department of neU1"OJ?,8ych1at17 a8
patient. in the tnpatient servioe ot the University Lot MinnesotY
Hospitals. The size ot the criterion group varles uiuall:;y ~t_en
2S and 50. 'or some scales it required several ;,years to collect a
autficient number of cases to permit satisfactory scale derivation.
'lbe.. cr1terion cases are selected to be as representative as
posslble of the classical concept of the given aynd.rome • • • •
For each seale the responses of the criterion group or groups to
each of the 5S0 i tAms ot the MMPI were tabulated to show the
percentage frequency of OCC'l.1rrenoe of each possible anewer - True,
'alae, Cannot Say. These response frequencies were tabulated tor
comparison with expected frequencies 8.8 determ1.ned on normal. groups.
The normal groups MOst commonly used for item by i tam contrast were
composed 01' 339 persons selected trom among general Minnesota nomals
and ot 265 precollege cases from among h:i,gb. school graduates applying
tor admis.ion to the university. The general sample was divided
into 139 men and 200 women, tabulated separately to show sex
differences. These persons ware between the ages ot 26 and 43
1nclusive and were all married. They declared themselves to be not
under a doctor' 8 OSl'e at the time ot taking the inventory and are
considered nomal on that single basis. The J'AOdal number ot years
~ aohoollng was 8 and few had gone beyond hi gh school. These
particular persons wre used because they were felt most likely to
be stable and representativa. The tabulation for the entering
college students vas baaed upon 151 men and llh women. These latter
tabulations were invaluable in controlling the strong tendency ot
responses to certain items to va.ry wide13 in accordance with age or
intelligence, or both.
For all oeel.es the percentages tor the cntenon groups were compared
with each ot the normal percentages and an initial 1'8.ervoir of items
was ..leoted which included allUlOse Shoving a consistent ditference.
statistically no item. was chosen that sho-wed a dit.terence le8s than
twice its standard error and. DlOn items yielded d1tterencesgreater
than three times their standa:rd errors. • • •
To el!Jtablish the validity of the various scales a8 they vere derived,
their power to differentiate test cases from normals was used as an
indicator. It'lltat easel tl is the term used in this paper to designate
cases identW.ed relatively or entirely independently of the
criterion groups. For the most part, these cales were drawn from
among hospitalized patients who wre diagnosed routinely by the
at.at't during the prel:iminary derivation ot i '\:ems and before arr:r scals
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was aftilable. Where possible, test oues were taken £rom recorda
and diagnoses made .:in an entirely d:ltterent clinical setting.
Naturally these latter cases are most desirable. • • •

It is important to note, nevertheless, that teet oases 'Were not SO
carefully selected as the criterion oases to represent either the
pure syndromes or care!ul evuuat10n by the staff. • •• In considering the data presented showing the standard soores ot test
cases against the normal groups, it can usually be assumed that t:n.
data gi'Ven represent a poorer picture than would be yielded i t the
cases could have been more carefully selected and the normals more
adequately proved normal. (J5, pp. 87-89).
It Will ha_ become evident trom the preceding quotation tbs.t w.liditl ot an
MMPI scale is measured in terms ot degree ot discrimination between normals

abnomals 01' the type which a given scale is designed to identity.

Since a T

score of more than 70 is oonsidered abnormal on an MMPI scale, validity is
expressed in terma ot the percentage. ot normals who score abow 70 on a scale
and. the percentage of abnormals who score below 70 (or, in other words, in

terms of the percentage of "overlap") rather than in terms ot the more usual
coefficient ot validity.

Where such data are available tor a given scale, th

will be noted in the discussion ot the inm vidual scales later on in this
chapter.
It validity deals with percentage ot cwerlap, 'What does reliabilitz mean

in connection with t.be MMPI? This is a question that is not easy tor e'Yen the
authors 01 the mtPI to answer. Most reliability studies of the
teet-retest Btudies.

But, as McKinley and Hathaway point ouia

~IPI

have been

"It i8

pertinent to intrOject that the statistj.cal thinking derived tram aptitude and
aohievement testing should be amended when personallty teste are considered.
MallY' trsJts

ot personality are highly variable. Otherwise there would be

little meaning to psychotherapy or preventive mental hygiene.

Test-retest da
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on MMPI seale are more a measure of tn.it variance than of reliability ot
scaleS" (35, p. 93).

Consequently, when a coefficient of reliability is quoted

in conneet5_on with a given MMPI scale, the careful student of the test Will
interpret such a coetticient in the light ot wha.t is known fran other sources
about the stablli.ty or variability of the trait Which the scale is designed to

measure.
'-he hypochondriasis seale ot
the MHPI ia designed to detect "abnormal, psychoneurotic concem over bod.i.q
Individual Clinical Scales.

healtbtt ()4, p.

Scale 1 (Hs).

64). McKinley and Hathaway state that they hope to isolate by

this scale those persons whose abnormality the American Psychiatric Associatio
would classify under the heading "psychoneurosis, hypochondriasis." Thus,
they say, they have "arb1:tn.rUy limited the statistical di.tferentiation to

the diagnostic group under the psychoneuroses and bave excluded the aymptCll'latic
implicatiOns of the tem as applied to the psyChoses" ()4, p.

64)·.

Their

criterion group contained, as fa:r as they could determine, only pure, uncomplicated hypochondriacal cases -

was composed of 109 males

and

,0.

to the number of

153 females (as described abo-w, p. 20) and an

additional 265 college students (entering freshmen).

The Hs scale was

ori.g1nally a scale consisting of pureq somatic item.s.
sidered insufficiently discrWnating.

H-

Ca

The normal group

This scale was con-

1wntually a better scale (called the

Scale) was constructed} on this scale, 2% of the normals scored above

T-70, and

40% of

the diagnosed hypochondriacs scored below '1'*70.

was, therefore, about

60% efficient,

diagnosed psychoneuroticall.y

The scale

with the possl.bility that ~ of those

~ohondriao

would be "false po.ttifts. 1t With

the develoID!lnt of Seale .3 (Hy) and of Meehl's K Scale, hOW'ever, the
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h1Pochondrias1s scale was returned to its original somatic form.

Hathaway

explainS the developnent of the scale into final form:
It had been noted in the course of derivation of a scale for hysteria
that the new scale 3 (Hy) differed from the hypochondriasis scale
mainly in the items related to the correction OH for H. Scale 1 (Hs)
was therefore arbitrarily made into a somatic item scale by
eliminating the ~ i tams and some of the old H i tams that did not
stand up on f'urther analysis. '1b1s decision was intended to make
the diagnosed hysterics score high mai.nly on scale 3. When K was
tried on scale 1, the results showed that the corrected scale
improwd the differentiation between hypochondriasis ani hysteria.
It appeared that too extreme a purification had been made when all
the C1i items were taken out. The addition of ., K helped corre~
this error. • • • The 0H i terns correlated well with KJ the
correlation was negative because the i terns were scored irrversel\y.
In short, modern Hs + .SIt is a compromise between a pure somatic
scale and the old II (34, p. 75).

Ca-

The D scale is intended to measure "symptomatiC depression."
Hathaway and McKinley (29) say that the term "symptomatic" is used "because
Scale 2 (D).

the authors Wish to avoid the identification of the term 'depression' with
anytlling other tha.n the presence at the time of testing of a clinically
recognizable, general frame of mind chara.cterized by poor morale, lack of hope
in the future, and dissa.tisfaction with the patient's own status generally"

(29, p. 73). They' point out that such a clinical picture might result from
such divergent causes or occasions as economic or vocational frustration,
personal problems, or the depre8si'V\!l phase of a cycloid mental illness. They
note that such depression might represent a less stable trait in an individual
than would, for instance, a measured hypochondriacal tendency.

Fbr that

reason, the problem of obtaining their original criterion group was a difficult
one. The group ultimately chosen consisted of

,0

patients, "most of whom were

in the depressed phase of a manic-depressive psychosis" (29, p. 74).

They had

all been ffthor01lghly :i.nvestigated medically and pSychiatrically and, as far as
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possible, represented relati'ftly pure cases of depression" (29, p. 74).

From

the protocols of these criterion patients, the D scale was developed in the
manner previously described.

Then a cross-validation study was made with

"teat cases" (as defined earlier). It

3,

was discovered that "although there is

some overlap, the scale yields scores that differentiate at least

,0

per cent

of the test cases from normals and even from. other psychiatric cases, although
the latter are, reasonably enough, more depressed than nomal." (29, p. 76).
Almost 7% of the normal group shORd up as "false positives" on the D scale,
howver.

Test-retest reliability would not be expected to be great for the D

scale, since

eym~atic

depression can disappear and reappear quite quickq.

For normals, however (40 cases reported by McKinley and Hathaway), test-retest
stud\Y yielded a coefficient of .77 + .044, on the basis of which the probable

-

error of a score is 1.9 points. The MMPI Manual uses the following phrases to
describe the sort of personality traits the D scale is designed to identityc
"poor morale of the emotional type with a feeling of uselessness an inability

to assume a normal optimism

with regard to the future".; "deep concern with the

grim realities of life") "lack of self-confidence, tendency to worry,

narrowness of interests, and introversion" (27, p. 19). The Manual contends
that

n this

scale, together with the Hs and By scales, will identify the

greater proportion of those persons not under medical care 1tho are commonly
neurotic, as well as indiViduals so abnormal. as to need psychiatric attention"
(27, p. 19).

The combination of Hs, D, and Hy scales has, in fact,

commonly known as the "neurotic triad" (50, p.
ScalC!

1

(!!l).

CCllle

to be

,a).

Almost at the outset of MMPI research, a promising pre-

liminary scale for aid in diagnosing hysteria was developed

OS). As time

'Went on, various attempts 'Were w.ade to improve the }{y scale.

But, as the

authors of the MNPI report, althouf.,h the original scale was eventua.lly somewhat
bettered, most of the experimental hysteria sooles were differentially less
effective than the original "and it rapidly became apparent that
diffi.culty

Wl'lS

{!hi!

due considerably to lack of def'inition in the clinical concept,

to the concurrence of hysterical. phenomena with other neurotic symptoms in the

same individual, or to downright inability of the psychiatric statf to be sure
of hysterical react:tons in individuals who were under suspicion of developing
organic disease"

05,

pp. 89-90).

the criterion group for scale .3 were

persons who had recei.,.d the diagnosiS "psychoneurosl.8, hysteria" or who had
been especially noted as having character:i stic hysteri.cal components in the
personality disturbance which they ma.ni.tested. McKinley and Hathaway point out
again (5) in connection with scale .3 that, in the assignment of diagnostic

terms, current c11.nical practice was fol.l.owed as closely as possible. There
was difficulty, however, in securing unanimity in diagnoses of hysteria.
"Where cases showed a simple conversion symptom such as aphonia, an occupation

cramp, or a neurolog1.cally irrational anesthetic area, the diagnosis was
usually well agreed upon.

In some cases there remained a doubt as to whether

there was a true organic illness such as muJ.tiple sclerosis present or whether
the eyndrom.e reflected hypochondriasis or an early schizophrenic reaction"

0"

p. 90). In the first stages of the construction of the .HY scale, the

i tams that were fo'lUld
j.nto

to be most

several categories.

OJ scriminatory naturally grouped themselves

a large group referred to somatic complaints)

another group consisted of statements tending to show that the patient con-

sidered himself exceptionally well socialized

0,).

The authors experimented
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with the elimination of somatic items (to lower the intereorrelation between
By end Hs), but found tha.t such elimination "resulted in a marked drop in the

number of test cases identified"

(35,

p. 90). Moreover .. el.imina.tion of non-

somatic items made the resulting Hy scale unduly sensitive to age and
education.

"'!be.. results forced the inclusion of some somatic items in the

final seale, with considerable high. correlation (I' • .$2 for nonnals and r •

.. 71 for clinic cases) between Hs and Hy" (3$, pp. 90-91). The authors point

out that the

By sca.le still retains some sensitiVity

but that such sensitivity "seems valid cllnicall.;yU

to age and int.el.l1gence

05,

p. 91).

They oontend

that the By scale discri.nd.nates the hypochondriac as an abnormal as well as
does the Hs scale, but 'they point out that clinicians who have used both scales
have seen a valid clinical difference between two persons having high scores or
Hs and By but differing in that one score was higher:

Where Hs was higher the

prognosis and treatment indicated for the two.
~sical

"There was a dirterent

complaints were diffuse and frequently required much less studJr to

establish the presence of an important psychological factor in the di:Jabi.'tity.
On the other hand, when Hy was dominant, the persofl frequently appeared normal.
psychologically and his physical complaints
accompanied by some common

somatic" ()$, p. 92).

~s:ical

1IIeI'e

likely to mimic closely or be

llJyncirane of the type now called psycho-

7he raw score JlJean and. standard devia.tion for

475

normal temales vere M • 18.80, SD • 5.67, and for 34$ males they were M •

16.50, SD • 5S0 (35, p. 93). Test...retest data from 47 cases with an interval
of three days to more than a year yielded an

I'

of only .57.

On a group of

98

high school girls retested after about one year the value was only r • .47.
In explanation of these low coef.ticients of reliability, McKinley and Hathawa;r
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say:

MAlthough otiler objeetiw tests have not proved the fact, cJj.n1eally

observed exacerbations and recessions of the symptomat1.c picture of hysteria in
a given case are marked.

An apparently normal person placed under sufficient

strain will surprise everyone by &9veloping Sj"lnPtoms"

A case with a clear

paraqsis may get well momentarily and be undetected except on the basis of fue
history"

05,

D scale

(.5,)

p." 93)"

Highest ini.:.ercorrelations of tt..e Hy scale are wj.tb the

and with the Us scale (.52); lowest intercorrele.t10n is with the

Ma. scale (.05).

In

SllII'lIIlUy,

HcKinley and Hathaway say:

"This scale appears

to measure a rather variable trait whl.ch 1s closely allied to

and l.ikely

includes the etl.rlier scale of hypochondriasi s. The person who is especially
characterized by Hy tends to be less obViously neurotic and to have" durjng
disabled periods, a more specific set of physical symptoms"
Scale

4

05, p. 94).

-

(Pd),,' For the "psychopathic deviate" scale, the criterion group

consisted of pat:lents who were dia.gnosed "psychopathic personality, asocial
and amoral type 11

0"

17 to 22 years"

None was psychotic

p. 98).

They were of both sexes and ranged in age from.
0,"

neurotic, and most of the bysteri.cel

and clearly schizophrenic cases were eliminated.

McKinley and Hathaway descri

the criterion group in some detaUs
The symptomatiC backgrounds of the criterion eases were highly varied
but can be characterized in several ways. Most often the complaint
was stealing, lying, truancy, sexual promiscuity, alcoholic overindulgence, forgery, and similar delinquencies. There were no major
criminal types" Most. of the behavior was poorly 1l1Otivated and poorly
concealed. All the cr:i terion cases had long histories of minor
delinquency. Although many of them came trom broken homes or otherw:i.se
disturbed social backgrounds, there were many in whom such factors
could not be seen as partj.cularly present. Among the criterion cases
there was a somewhat larger proportion of girls than of boys; this
may have been due to the social selection that results .from
differential treatment by courts of boy and girl delinquents. 05, p" 98).
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The au\hors report that
~

t1t;be

soale vaa 1raed1a.\elJ' ftluabl. in the cl1n1o, It

because of \he "uncertaintY' otthe awrage olinician vben he attempts to

exam1ne a case of suspected psychopathic peraonalltT'
or test cu•• nre aft1labl. tor O1"'08a-ftl.ldatlon I

()S,

p. 99).

Two povpe

patients from the

paychopath1c unit of the University of Minnesota Hoapit.al8 and 100 JUl.

prisoners from a federal refoJ"ma\017.

'the final aoal. 1e compoaed of ltema

whioh taU natural17 into eeveral general catqortea. a001al MladjustMnt

Items (the 'IIlOst prom1nent prouP) J lteu :relaW to depreaelon and the abaenoe

ot atronl17 pleaaant a:perimcea J ltema ngpetinc paranoid. tftmda. The
authors N'IIIark that the Items do not show a sUmS tendency to be

h1Ibl7

1ntePOOrr'8latecl, they conclude that -the final BCale is, therefore,

c~

not pure bu\ deliberately' m1xed in tactor content to yield greater el.1nlcal
usetuln..... (,S, p. 100). 'or normal., the means and standard d.n1atlons of

raw

8001"88

tor

294 males.

are M • 13.44. 3D • 4.23 tor 391 tft8.lea, and. K • 12.99. 3D • 4.00
~

S' of \he Minnesota Normal. Group scored higber than l' •

70 on the Pel acale, or the tederal. retormatol'7 teet cu.. , 41$ ecorec1 lower
than T • 70 (.0 that the acal. Ident1tied. ~ accuratelT) J

cues, ~ ecorad lower than ! - 70 (eo'that
8CCUfttely).
~

1dent1t,y

scale identJ.tieci

45'

But 1t 18 to be 1'Me1Illbered t.bat \be test cu.. were not 80

eel_ted .. the cri.ter1on

onl7

t,be

ot the clinic teat

croup,

and that tbe scale

.u c:lft1eecl to

the aaoa1al trac'lon or mieoellaneous J)Syohopathll.

II.

The aut.hor.

mte that t.he Yalid1ty of the Pd tIOale 1s ahupened it tbe whole pro:ru.. ot
each teat cue 18 consld.erecI.

'1'htv

that "it 1e oommon tor scores on other

.calee to be unUoI'lll1' tra. one-quart,er to one-halt standard deY1a'ttion

d1atance below the mean, leP1.ng the Pel

SOON

o18ar17 d.om1nant" (3$, p. 101) in
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the record of a test-case psychopath.
the case of psychopaths in this way:

They explain this profile phenomenon in
"It is possible that thiS effect, vilich

appears to be a general reduction in the measured abnonnality Ie is produced by
overly scrupulous I conscious avoidance ot s:ny betrayal by abnorroal answrs on
the part of the subject.
be overly pertect.

More likely these persons simply feel themselves to

Evidence tor the latter suggestion lie8 in the fa.ot that

they seem clinically to be characterized by great self-esteem and selt-interest

05,

p. 101). McKinley and Hathaway cite a test-retest reliability

coefficient of .71 obtained from a normal sample of
interval of. a rew days to more than a year

(35,

la

cases retested w:i th an

p. 102).

Intercorrelations ot

the Pd scale with other scales for nonnals are highest with Sc (.60) and

lowest with D (.29).

The authors deserjbe the cases identified by the Pd scale

in the following detailed terms:

Most praninently the typical case haa a shallow emotional life. The
clinician may 'Work very hard and become intensely interested in the
patient but fail to receive in return more than a tranSitory and
superficial loyalty. -Sexual and other appetitive drives are not
deepl¥ etfect:tve in the patient's life. For example, although there
ffi8\Y be promiSCll:ity' or actual prostitution, the female is £requen~
frigid and engages i.n sexual acts primarily as a means to social
entertainment. Females are orten masculine in interests. The
psychopathic deviate seems to the observer to seek more and more
dangerous or embarrassing experiences in the attempt to teel emotion
like that of the normal. They sometimes commit suicide or more
often nearly do so. 'lhis is again trom shallow emotional sources
rather than rie.p depression or normal recognition of failure. As
they become older it is common for many of these cases to avoid
more successfully real oontl1ct with society. The lying, alcoholism,
sexual promiSCuity, or other behavior may perSist; but it is somewlwt
more restral_ned and also society seems to feel less outraged. While
these persons can usually verbalize as to the consequences ot their
behavior, there is often a failure to appreciate its significance for
them in terms of their long.time social adjustment. Depression, when
present, is usually expres&.'-)d as fear of immecli.ate punishment and
loss of liberty rather than any reaction in guilt, regret, or the
like. The tendency to blame others or to excuse themselves tor their

predicament is common. 1hey claim in self-enenuation that they 'Were
misled by others who took advantage of their innocence, that the
family discipline had been too severe so they rebelled, or some
similar explanation. In clinical practice the Pd scale ha.s been most
valuable. So many of the cases with high scores are recidiVists in
delinquency that it is helpful to be put on guard. If the person is
16 to 19 years of age and has a score of twenty T points above most
other scores on the profile, there is l:fttle likelihood that the
person can stay out of trouble if not under rigid discipline. Older
persvns, however, more oi'ten avoid open breaks. In therapy, young
persons With a high Pd should not be pushed toward rnax1mal scholastic
or vocational levels ewn when they have the;! capacities tor training
(.35, pp. 102-.3).

--

Seale, (Mf).

The "maseulirJity-femininitylf scale has turned out to be

the least usetul, 'because the least valid, of all the c11.nica1 scales of the
MMPI.

The t'high

,n

profile is the only type of profile not represented in the

exhaustive Atlas (30) of prof:i.les and corresponding case histories published
by Hathaway and Meehl in

1951. Only two paragraphs on the construction of

scale 5 appear in Welsh and Dahlstrom (50).
any aspect of the seale.

Very few data are available on

'1he reasons for its general. failure to perform

significant diagnostic service are outlined briefly b.f Hathaway:
The difficulty in deriving a better }1£ scale centered in the problem
of a criterion by which the validity could be established. The
published scale was derived by contrasting item frequencies frau a
small group of 1.3 homosexual. invert males with those of average
males as determined from the Terman Etnd Miles I Scale with average
males. A .final less important criterion was the comparison of male
and female :frequencies. At first it seemed reasonable to collect
rel.a.ti vely large samples of homosexual invert males and of h0mosexual .females tor more complete criterion evidence. 'l'he plan went
awry because it became apparent that the homosexual. samples were
too heterogeneous. As we worked with th.e homosexual males and
females, we came to teel that the groups were much more obYiousl;r
divisible into several subtypes than was true for other cll.nical
categories. For example, there is a pseudo-homosexual type where
neurotic features re1e.ted to inferiOrity seem to be dominant J there
1s a psychopathic variety with a strong tendency to high scores on
Pd; and there is an invert group in wh:ich a constitutional factor
seems probable. These and possibly other subgroups seem detinite
enough so that clinical study could separate them and nmch better

.30
and purer M.f scales might be derived. Because the task was dependent
upon hav:i ng a comparatively large number of cases of each type and

also because of the press of other research, this project was never
finished (26, p. llO).
It is now ratJ.1er w:ldely thought that the f>':f scale measures not so much
femininity of interests but degree of education and culture.

Evidence tor

such a viewpoint regarding scale 5 rests largely upon the fact that normal.

males who have been educated at the college level or beyond rather consistent
produce scores in great excess of the scores of the Minnesota normal male
population (.3; 22).

Such findings are understandable when it is recalled that

the Minnesota normal males were largely rural residents whose modal educatio

history ended at eighth grade.

Gough states that the MMPI was not found to be

useful in studying cases of sexual deViation.

He says:

tlQuite often profiles

revealed high Mt scores with no discoverable clinical evidence of deViation,
and the known homosexuals rarely a.ttained a significant Nf score on the

Me rajses again the possibility of homosexuality as divorced f

inventory.

a feminizat..ion of personality, and a feminine interest pattern with normality
of sex behavior" (50, p. 345).

Gough further reports that Hannon and Wiener

found similar results with the Hi scale (50, p. 346).

AI·though Hathaway wrote

in 1956 that nthe Mf scale has become w:i.dely used and • • • contributes considerably

to routine cli.nical interpretation" (26, p. 110), he seems ei tber

unable or unwilling to say in what precise way it contributes.

Hathaway's

optimistic generalization seems clearly contradicted by the resuJ.ts of the
specific studies mentioned above, and it is difficult to find in the litera

arq statement in praise of the }'.t scale exoept Hathaway's own vague remark •
...
Sca;;,,;;;;;;le
...

2 (!!).

The Pa scale was derived from criterion groups judged to
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showing paranoid symptoms. The most common diagnoses for the criterion
subjects, according to Hathaway I were "parano1d state, pa.r&n;)1d condit1on, and
paranoid schizophrenia" (26, p. 1(9). Symptomatically, the criterion groups
"tended to have ideas of references (s1cl), to feel that they were persecuted
by individualF or groups, and to ha.ve grandiose self-concepts" (26, pp. 109-10)

'Milder symptoms," says Hathaway, "included suspiciousness, an excess of
interpersonal' sensitivity, and an underlying rigidity of opinions and
attitudes U (26, p. 110). Data on the validity and reliability of the Pa scale
are sketch.Y.

Hathaway admits that "cross-validation was always disappointing

and the published scale was considered weak although it was the best that coul
be d.eftloped'· (26, p. 110).

Meehl's K correction, which is thought to haw

improved the diagnostic acuity of other scales, failed to sharpen t}u:J Fa
scale.

"It was felt, It Hathaway explains, "that the K correction did not help

because more than 20 per cent of th.e scale 6 i tams were already subtle in
character" (26, p. 110). In certain instances, however, the Fa scale does
have a restricted type of valid!ty:

t10ne factor that seemed to just:lfy at

least temporary use of the scale was that there were few false posl.tives.
When a person had a high score, he tended to be di.agnosed

8S

paranoid or at

least he was felt to be sensitive and rigid in personal relat:tonsh1ps" (26,
p. 110). Apparently ma.n;.v clinicians feel that such validity makes the seale
useful, since its "temporary use" seems to have developed into permanent use
despite the fact that the scale remains unmodified •
..,5c;;,;;8_1;,;.8 1 (~).

Scale 7 was constructed to identify patients typified by

what used to be known as "psychasthenia.. "

The general procedure for the con-

struction of the scale differed only in minor details from the procedure
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described earlit'r in this thesis.

But McKinley and Hathaway state that this

particular scale caused them considerable difficulty:
Unfortunately for the present study not many entirely satisfactory
criterion cases of psychasthenia. come into the closed wards of a
psychiatric clinic. M8lW more are seen in the outpatient clinic or
are advised by lay counselors and are never severely handicapped.
Because we have felt unsure in the use of even carefu.1ly studied
inpatients for purposes of scale derivation, we have avoided using
criterion cases from the outpatient clio.ic. The criterion group is
thus small and not entirely homogeneous. At least one of the cases
appears to have been incorrectly diagnosed. l"ortunately, the trait
itself is the most homogeneous one so far described, so that
correlations of items with the total score could be used as a
guide (36, p. 82).
Th.e cn ter:ton group consisted of 20 pat:tents who had been inwnsi-vely studied

medically and psychiatr:l.cally and for whom the final diagnosis was psychasthenia in one fom or other (36, p. 82).

Psychasthenia is described by

McKinley and Hathaway in the following tems:
The ps.ychiatric classification of ps,ychasthenia is applied to a group
of indiViduals "WilOse thinking is characterized by excessiw doubt, by
compulsions, obseSSions, and unreasonable fears,; these persons are
otten seen in psychiatriC hespi tals but are encountered m.uch more
frequently among normal groups by counselors and personnel
woriters. • • • otten a psychasthenic individual is el-ulracterized not
so much by well-marked tears of individual things or acts 4S by great.
doubts a8 to the meaning of his reactions in what seema to be a
hostile env1ro:nme.nt. In other eases the phobia becomes attached to
certain acts or thoUghts ot the subjeot in such a way that he is
forced through fear to compulsi'\leq perfom. needless, disturbing,
or per80M.lly destrueti'Wl acts or to dwell obsessive:q upon lines of
thought which have no significance tor his nomal acM.v:1ties.
Compulsive acts are ~J:w,"""S characterized by the need felt by the
suhject to perfom them without regard to rational considerat.ions.
For example, he may always be forced to count objects or to touch e.
certain spot on a WB1l or to avoid Ptepping on sidewalk cracks. If
he fails to do these things he feels uncomfortable; if he does them
he is foroed to rationalize and justifY his acts. Obsessive thinldng
1s itself commonly accompanied by anxiety 80 that the patient may be
tense and anxious over the conteat of his thoughts as when he thinks
over and over again that h~ is useless. Similarly, he may find
himself an:x:iously obsessed with such ideas a8 the imT,ending liY91lhood
that he will faint or that something terrible or threatening is about
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to happen. Again, he may be f'orced to think t,bings which, while not
i.n themselves producing anxiety, through his impatience and
preoccupation with the tact that he cannot atop thinking them,· do
secondarily produce an anxious reaction • • • • The general reaction
type characterized b.Y these compulaive and obses8i~ acts and
thoughts 1s called psycha.sthenia. 1he word derives f'r0ll1 the concept
of a weakened Will that cannot resist the behaVior regardless of' its
maladaptiw character (36, p. 81).
Research with the scale disolosed "relatively little change in score with age"
()6, p. 85).

Some difference between the sexes was observed, but McKi.nley and

Hathaway believe tht.lt "without further study no special significance should be
attached to this difference," whic..lJ. is i.n the direction of higher scores for
females of both the general nonnal and precollege samples (36, p. 85).

For

this scale, few test cases were available at the time that the research on
construction of the scale was published} however, Hathaway and McKinley state
that "nevertheless additional individuals so far obtained [is test casey by
clinical diagnosis haw been deviates on the scale" (36, p. 85).

The scale

ident:tfies 60% of the criterion psychasthen:1cs when a T-score of 70 is used as
a cutting-point; it identi.fies 95% of the criterion group when a T-soore of 50

(the mean tor normals) is used as a cutting-point.

Therefore, "the evidence

of validity as given by psyciliatric cases with clinical symptoms of some degree
of psychasthenia is relatively clear and positive" (36, p. 85).
measure of reliability yielded a coefficient of

A test-retest

-

.74 + .15; the authors feel

that "the coefficient obtained represents a low limit rather than a true testretest correlation value"
of

.84

(36,

p. 86). A split-hal.f study :Yielded a eoe.t:fiei

-+ .01 tor 200 random normal cases.

When a sind~ar sam. ~_~OO
- .-,:"
,'--

···1~~· ~

psychiatric oases selected at random was used, the co
''1'

When the two last-mentioned coefficients were statisM.

.

.89 -+..1Q..
'.

/'

L.[lVOl.A.

Y

e.p)!'~~.~or

a

'

tull-length test, they became .91 .... 07 and

-

.94

-

+ .10

(36, p. 86). '!he

pt

scale, therefore, may be said to have a high degree of reliability (which

ll'lIq'

mean, sj nce sp11t-half' correlation was employed, something more than that the
trait called psychasthenia is a stable trait}.

Pt is intercorre12.ted With the

D scale more highly than with other scales, the correlation coefficient being

-

.h4 + .10 for

summarize the characteristics of the

normals and

Hathaway and }leKinley

.69 + .10 for miscellaneous psychiatric cases.
pt

that it is "internally homogeneous" and that "furtherevidenoe
given

seale by stating

ot validity is

b.r the tact that, on the average, persons exhibiting psychasthenic

symptoms to only a mioor degree score significantly higher than normals" (36,

p. 86).

_Sc_u
......e ~

(~).

For the schizoJ¥u'enia scale, two partly overlapping

criterion groups were made up of patients who had been diagnosed schizophrenic.
Hathaway saysa

"These cases were ot assorted diagnostio subtypes and included

about 60 per cent females and 40 per cent males.

'lbe final. Be seale was

derived from a stock group of 152 items all of whi.ch showed statistice.l4r
reliable differences for the so.i}izophrenia criterion cases but many of which
also differentiated depreSSion cases, hypochondria cases, and other special
groups" (26, p. 108). The Sc scale proved to be the hardest of all to sharpen
and purify.

Hathaway states:

"1;'1"om the very first i.t was found the.t

differential cuts on cross-validation groups could not be pushed above a
positive 50 to 60 per cent of the diagnosed oases identifiable with an
apparently false positive rate of 10 or 15 per oent out of general nomal.
cases" (26, p. 108). therefore, an attempt was made to oonstruct scales
refined according to the subolassifications of sohizophrenia,

catatonic,
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paranoid, simple, and hebephrenic.
However, says Hathaway,

No signij'icant irliprovement was achieved.

ft'lbe K scale, an outgrowth of Meehl) s work on the

sstivation of a scale for a nomal control component in behav:i.or, fl.nally
provided a device by which the discrimination of the Sc scale could be
sharpened. • • • The K oorreetion raised the percentage of cross-validation
cases reaching or exceedi.ng T-score 70 to 59 and the corresponding percentage
of "1Ormals dropped to 2 per cent • • • • Even with the correction, a considerable number of the c1"Qss-validation cases managed to sta.y below the Tscore 61" (26, p. 1(9).

Hathaway attempts a clinical explanation for the

comparatively poor discrimina:tory power of the Sc scale:
Various investigators have found the clinical diagnosis ot schizophrenia to be reproduced independently on the same patients by
different cl..1.nicians in only 30 to 60 per cent of the cases. 'Ihese
figures are certainly not too low i t less psychotic patients are
used for the experiment. The MMPI Sc scale suggests, as do similar
scales on other inventories, about the stUIle degree of reproduction
ot the diagnosis in such clinical groups. There is no accepted way
to assert that either the seale or the diagnosiS is vlrOng. In the
long run the decision should rest upon th~ useful correlates of test
and diagnosis (26, p. 1(9).
The Sc scale has been reported to show high :i. ntercorrelation With scale

7 (Pt).

Hathaway and Monachesi report a correla.tion of .68 between Sc and Pt; Cottle

reports a correlation of .84 (26, p. 1(9).
Scale

.2

(!!).

1he "hypomania" scale attempts to i.solate cases demon-

strating "milder degrees of manic excitement occurring typically in the manicdepressive psychoses"

05,

p.

94). According to

~1cKin1ey

and Hathaway, uthe

cardinal symptoms of maniacal conditions are general.ly stated to be an elated
but unstable mood, psychomotor excitement, and flight of ideas" (3$, p. 9L).
~m.ania

-

the milder degree of mania which scale 9 attempts to identify -

follows a similar pattern but in lesser degree which "may be at t:imes
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unobtrusive as not to impress even an expert" (35, p. 94). Hypomania lnay be
found among otherwise normal il1divid:uals in forms which McKinley and Hathaway
describe at some length.

Since elevations on scale 9 (Ms.) are the most common

elevations found among nonr.e.ls, it may 00 well to quote their description of
the "high 9*' nom.al individualc

Among normal individuals one may recall acquaintances who tend at
times to be overtalkative, distractible, restless. Such a person
may feel and appear to be extraordinarily weU, enthusiastic, and
enerptic, but the use of his energy is likely to be inefficient
because he tries to do too m.a.l\Y things at a time. He is usually
full of :1.deas which may be basically sound but they are not
adequately lIIOrkecl out and it put into execution are seldom. carried
through to a satisfactory conclusion. Emotionally he may be a bit
elated and too happy, he may be impatient and irascible or he may
express ideas ot feeling gloomy and somewhat frustrated; commonly
the mood swings rapidly within minutes or hours trom. one to another
of these attitudes, otten without any corresponding envirormentsJ.
explanation for the shirts. Viewd over a longer period of tiDe , it
18 orten discernible that these persons tend to haw periods of
definite depression rather than elation or euphoria. Along with
these characteristics, there is often egocentricity, lack: of
appreciation of the ineptitude of his behaVior in given settings, and
a certain obv1ous disregard for others (3S, p. 94).
The c11 terion group for this scale consisted of

24

cases. McKinley and

Hat.h.away state that "only manic patients of moderate or light degree were
usable, since the more severe cases could not cooperate adequa.telytl OS, p. 94)
The clinical diagnoses were either "hypmania" or "mild. acute mania, tl depending

on the severity of the eRn.

Care was exercised to exclude fran the criterion

group ind1.v1duals w:i.th del1ritml, oontusj.onal states, or with eXcitements

assoc:i.ated with other psychoses such as schizophrenia.

Cases of agitated

depression were likewise excluded. For the normal sample, the raw score mean
and standard deviation tram

379 females were M • 13.6S, SD ... 4.50; £rom 294
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males, M • 14.51, SD • h.42. The authors noted that among 900 available clinic
casss, 30 received scores of 70 or more (i.e., T-scores) without any clinical
note espeoially indicating hypomania.

The;y maintain that "these eases also

illustrate the tendency for psychopathio personal:tty to be indicated by the
hypomanio soale since 10 of them received this diagnosis or were chronic
alcohollc oases"

05, p. 96).

They also note "a tendency for cases with

organic deterioration of the brain to receive high scores" on the Ma scale

0"

p. 96).

'lbe authors conclude.

scale is certainly not conclusive.
with hypomanic symptoms to

secure

"'lhe evidence for the validity of the Me.
'!here is, however J a tendency for persona

high scores.

It is to be hoped that the

seale would appear distinctly better if the criterion cases were better.

'lhia

is one of several scales that will need to be cheeked further before final
aoceptance" (3, .. p. 96). McKinley and Hathaway report a slight negatiw
correlation with the D scale among normals, as .might be expected (r • -.02>and a degree of positive intereorrelation between scales Me. and Pd (.49) and

between Ma and So (.56) for normals. They report a test-retest coefficient
for Me. of .83 for normal. subjects, from which they infer that "the trait has
a surprising degree of stability in normal persons"

0"

suspect that there may be two faotors involved in Me stable, the other tra:r;sientt

p. 97). The authors

the one comparatively

"'Ihe constant factor is likely to be someth:J.ng

skin to What is commonly called OptimiSlTl.

Among our aoquaintances, those

whom we think of as optimists are rather consistentJJ' so, as are the
pessimists.

Apart from opti.mism there is also a Variable tendency related to

the usually episodio excitement of mania or hypomania whioh is seen in abnormal
degree. The abnormal factor comes and. goes and seems not to be strong among
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normal persons" (35, p. 97). The a.uthors note that the Ma scale has been
useful in identifying "the juven:Ue delinquent, the overactive adult, and the
agitated depreSSion with ambivalent attec11t (35, p. 98).

'Dley feel that tithe

delinquent with a high Me. score and lowered Pd has seemed more likely- to
benefit. by counseling and by being given another chance," and they suggest that

"the rather good prognostic indications in the adult case with an isolated Ma

score are apparently in accord With gt1neral psychiatric opinion"

--

Seale 0 (Si).

05,

p. 98).

'Dle tenth MMPI scale, numbered "0" and lettered ItSi," aims
.

to measure "the tendency to withdraw from social contact with others" (27,
p. 21).

The 5i scale is not a clinical scale in the strict sense ot the word,

since it was neither standardized upon a. criterion group of clinical cases nor
1.ntended primarily for use with persona suspected of clinical abnormality. The
con.truction of the Si scale is the work of L. E. Drake (15) 16), who made an
item analysis of the

Ml~PI,

USing as an external criterion scores on the

Mimesota T-5-E Inventory as scored for introversion-extroversion.

On the

basiS of that crttarion, students at the University of Wisconsin were div1ded

into those who had obtained oentile ranks of

6,

those who had obtained centile ranks below 35.

and abow (on the T...s-E) and
'!he N in each group was 50.

'!he students were all females, although the scale was later validated with a
male popula.tion.

Items for the 51 scale were selected because they showd a

ditterence between the percentage responses of the upper and lower T-S-E groups
of at least twice the standard error of the ditference (15, p. 181). Twentyeight of the 70 items on the 5i scale appear on no other !'IMPI scales.
Correlation ot 5i scores with T-S...E scores was -.72 for females and -.71 tor
maleS)

the coefficient was negative beca.use the key tor the MMPI was
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cons't'.r"Jeted so

'th~.t

a hip'P score would :i ndicate in1,roversion whereu on the

r-8-S a low score indlcates 1m.rovers; on.

scores with number of

oomptlring S1

who

The 81 scale was lR.ter validated b7

act.l'rit:h~.

engaged in by college students,

were al.ao clus1tied according to the siaa of t.he

they ha4 11....

mon

of t.heir live. (16. p. 18L.)'

COISIIIIlnj t:"8.

in which

Hegardle•• of population, the

_ana tor students reporting two or le.1' extracurricular act,j.vitid vera
s1gn1.tican~

hiirheJ' (at the .000, 1&wl

oj'

confidence) than the meana for

tho_ Who part;1.cipated in tour or more auel1 activities.

therefore, conaidered to be a highly ftlid

mH.8\U"8

The scale is,

of 1ntroWl'8io.n-extro""81on

.a Muured. against two rather s5gn1.tieant external criteria. Rel1abil1ty
coet.tlclent8 are not reported.
Validati;:.s Scale.. Besides the ten clinical scale. emaneratad and d1s....
cuaaed abow, the MMP! can be scored tor validity on ft:lflr
?

Since none of theae validat1ng aoa.le. enters

these eaala.

1_

be dismisl8d rether brie~.

combiruat1ons ot eymptome

unl1ke~

seale., " L, K,

.1~ ficant)..y

and

into this stud,y It

1'be F seale fel".t"eta out

to a1.t in aTV one It'K'Uvidual at ftl\'Y OM

time. "1£ the F score is high, the ot.hez" scala. are li1ce17 to be 1malld
either because the subject . s carele•• or un.able to comprehend the 1tems,
becau88 extensi'ft BCorl ng or l'eecori.Ilg errors were made.

t::Yr

A low F score 1s a

reliable indication ttw.t the subject's responses were rntlonal and relativeq

pertinent" e37, p. 18). 'l'be L ecale coneiste of 15 1teJq to vid.Ch the vut
majority ot persona would tend to answer "Yea. 1f

"The I.. score • • • a.rtorda a

meuure of the degree to which the subject ~ be att.upt1ng to tala1:t)' h18

aoores by alwq1f choosing the reSponae th.':'I:t places him in the most acceptable
light soc:fJally. A high L uco:re does not entil"eq invalidate the other score8
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but indicates that the true values are probabl1' higher than those actually'
obtained" (27, p. 18). '1'he K scale is thought to be a "measure of test-taking
attitude" (27, p. 18). The l-l'anual maintains that tla high K score represents
defensiveness against psyahologif'& wakness, and may indicate a. defensiveness
that verges upon deliberate distortion in the direction of making a more
'normal' appearance" (27, p. 18).

The K scale is considered to be more subtle

than either the L or the F scale and to tap attitudes at a less conscious lewl

which may sene to distort the scores (.39).

that a person is, if

~h1ng,

A low K score tends to indicate

If

overq candid and open to self-criticism and the

admission of symptoms e"ftn though they may be minimal in strength.

A low X

score cap. also result from a deliberate attempt to obtain bad scores or to make
'lhe value of the X scale is hig~ disputed.

a bad impression" (27, p. 18).

Meehl and Hathaway, of course, insist upon its value (39); they are seconded b)r
Sweetland and Quay (50, p. 6,38).

More or less opposed to the X scale are

Gough (50, pp • .321-327), Schmidt (50, p. 6)6), de Beuchl.ey & Ball (50, p. 622),

--

d Hunt et ale (50, p. 6)0).

The question score, or ? score, is determined

simply by counting the number of items to which the subject fa:lls to respond;
t is .felt that it 50 or more i tem.s are left unanswered, the record is invalid.
B.

M1scellaneous Works.

STUDIES OF SElfnURIANS

Most of the published material concerning the

ppllcation o.f psychological techniques in the examination o.f candidates to the
riesthood is .foreign (particular French) in origin, theoretical in nature, and

nq tangentially related to

the subject of this theSis.

te, "the majority of these works are content with

As Benko am Nuttin

drawing the attention o.f

hi
ot gi.vi.ng t.hea

superiors to too 1,mportance of the problem Gnd
suggestions" (2, p. 1 r;).

BOmEl

practical

Benko and. Hut,tj.n l'tntre:terr1nC to flucb work. (llsted

among the retnrencea st. t.he end of t.his tb••i.) as tho. of Diot (6), Ga15.mard
(7), Cahen.$alabelle (9), Cosaa (11), Co~ (12), tok &. Le.:rere (18), Ernet
(20), ('Au'.ud (21) J Nabals (h2) J emd Sinew (49).

1'hey single out the study

ot

S1netty as "the fir.t atternpt to put at t.he 5eJ.'V1ce of 8UPfJriors oertaln data

trom psyobology" (2, p. 15). CM1Gn"",,<)alabelle (9), a Jungian, feels that the
psychological aspec ts ()i' candidates, which.
cont.ribute to their vocational

t\djus~nt

ru~

calla their

Itffeoi;i~

t"!,

can

or detraot frott i tJ but he does not

believe the,t scientific peychological toc!m1q\88 can be of significant 8.1d in

deteet1.ng the role ot atfectivite among

80

spae1a1ized a group .a aemnel"ians.

00a88 (11) desc:ribea the cue8 of four prieata 1tho, under psychotherapy,
discovered tht:-l.t the filOU:n.t1on which led tt... into the priesthood invol'98d

eona1derable unconaciOU8 aeU-dece1tJ be maintatns that two of

th.m~

after

therePI' I freely and COnsCiOllSly accepted their Tocation8 on the baal. of

suitable motivation tlIo, except t..hat

DOIl1t

but be doe. not make clear what happet». to t..Mt otber
of the tour

hal

left. the Church.

Ernst (20), eMPlo11ng

qUestionnaires and interview techniques, dil':tOO'lered that hO per cent of the 30
aubject8 whom he examined had not placed a

~

to enter l"eligious ill. J b. concluded tJutt 'ti.he
motivation

u~ng

8IN\'dMrians needs

moral I..lCt in their cleo:t.1on

~_

con.ide~

of unconecioua

more 8tud,y.

Biot l.t Gal1maJ:od

(7) and oeraud (21) preunt convincing argmnents tor the opinion that eexual

disequ.il1brium in

~l

candidate tor the priesthood conetitutes an absolute

counter-indication. 'l'bese authors have been challenged onq- by Hare Onai80ft,
whose book

/

,

,

!!! obretie.nne e1 E2bleMe .!t!!. 88XU.l~te

(Paris, 19~) was
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ecclesiastically condemned shortly after its publication (and, consequently, is
not included among the references in this thesis).

Conly (12) makes con-

siderable point of the need for professj onal advisers for directors of
seminaries because "it is the manias, the singularities, the mi.nor traits which
have no meaning to most men which are, on the contrary, for an experienced
doctor, the certain index of an extremely dangerous mental Ulness" (12, p. 18)
The unpublished study of Nabais (it2) is concerned largely With the examination
of the intelligence of prospectiva seminarians J he proposes

two striking cases

(from among 73 minor seminarians) in which psycholOgical tests proved that the

general impression of seminary directors and professors were gravely erroneous.
Among works published in the United states, perhaps none has been more
intluential than that of Duffey (17), who insists that the "spirit" of
candidates for priestly and religious life must be "tested" -

but who is

rather suspicious of attempts to test that spirit with psychological :i.ru.struments.

Durfey has been rather severely criticized by Bier (4) who contends

(and demonstrates) that there is nothing in the theology of vocation which

should prohibit the psychological testing of candidates.
criticizes the overly .tacile approach of Sr. H. Digna

Bier (S) also

(ll.J,

who woul.d be content

with merely training a psychometrist for every religiOUS congregation.

ibe

need for screening ot candidates tor the priesthood was perhaps 100St vividly'
presented by Moore (40), who, in 1936, published. the results of an extensive
scientific survey on the subject of insanity in priests and religious) Moore
~cowred that, i f paretiC cases were ruled out (because paresis, for obvious

!reasons, is an extremely rare condition among priests and religious), the rate

pI incidence of mental illness among priests and religious was greater than

among the general population.

Perhaps because he suspects that mental illness

among priests am relig:tous coul.d spring f'rom. inept spiritual direction,

Simoneaux (48) has recently published an interesting attempt to oorrelate
spiritual guidance with "vecr:leties of' character" (following the characterology
of LaSenne and Heymans).

Burke (8), studying minor seminarians by means of'

tests and rating seales (filled out by superiors), discovered that the most
certain indices of' probable success 5.rl the minor seminary are high results on
achie'V81rf8nt tests taken before entrance, high results in Latin and English at
the end of the f'irst year in the seminary, and favorable ratings by superiors

at the end o£ the first year.

NcCarthy (33), using the inventories of Bell,

Bernreuter, Allport-Vernon and others, discovered that seminarians in general.
show a more accentuated neurotic tendency than do lay students.

In a _11

designed research study employing the l''lMPI, a sentence-comp1etion test, and
th& Draw-a-Peraon test, Hotber M. Elaine, M.C.S.A., has recently found (19)
the. i:. religioua women scored Significantly less favorably than did four other

related groups.

Finally, in an unpublished study of' religious women, the Rey.

Richard P. Vaughan, B.J _, has concluded that members of contemplatiV9 religioua
orders of women become apparent~ (when judged by .neral population noms) lesa
well adjusted psychologically- in proportion to the amount

ot

time spent in

religiOUS life.
It will be obvious that most

ot the studies Cited above

ani

related to the

subject of this thesl.s only in the sense that they indicate increasing interest
in the psychological aspects of priestly and religious vocations.

Onq the two

studies to be described below really parallel the present study in great deta1l4
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MMPI studies
described :i.n

8()Jl1.S

2! Seminarians.

1he work

ot Bier (3), which has alreaeV' been

detail as the point of departure tor this thesis, contains an

important aspect which has not thus far been diScussed.

Bier concluded that a

number of item. on the MMPI were either j.napplicable or positively unsuitable

to his seminary group. Among such items were

SOM

ot a religious nature and

some of a social nature (:tncluding items asking about act:lvities, for example,
whiCh are torbidden or 1.nacC8ssible to seminarians).

As a result of a detailed

item 'analy'sie, Bier made a rather significant statement which has since proved
infiuential among those who wish to apply the MMPI to candidates tor the
priesthood:
It is suggested here • • • that SODIe modifica.tion should also be
introduced 1.n the content of the MMPI [f..e., as well as in the
stat). stical norms7 in adapting it to semina.ry use. More specitical.ly,
it is suggested that certain items should be el1m1nated. This proposal. 1s bued. upon the asaumptlon • • • that certain MMPI i tams have no
application to the seminary- group and upon the experimental fact that
a number ot these item. do not discriminate between the well....adjusted.
and the poorly' adjusted. seminarians. \fien these two criteria. agree
in picking out the same items, the author believes that such itema
can be eliminated .from the test Without loss when the test is used.
With semi1'l8.l7 groups. The author wishes, however, to go one step
further and suggest that the elj.mj.ne:tion of these items would be
beneficial. It the effeet of the presence of such items wre mere~
negative, i.e., i t they- were mere~ undiagnostic and nothing more,
there would be no harm in allowing "hem to remain. What, however,
1£ such items are not items that are neutral but rather prejudicial
to the eftecti". operation of the test? Such, it is 8ubm.itted, is
the case with the seminsry group because the number of unsuitable
items 1s sufficiently large to produce an atmosphere of artificiality
and. unreality 1nimical to the test operation. (3, p. 6(6).
Since the publiC':. tion of that suggestion, Bier has constructed an abbreviated
MMPI for use with seminarians and candidates for the priesthood.

The Bier

modification is being used ra.ther widely with candidates and seItl1narians today.
Marv, this writer among them, consia.er the use of the Bier modification to be
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an unfortunate solution to the difficulties of appl,ying the genuine MMPI to
seminarians -- for the simple reason that those who use a modification cannot
benefit fully from the rich and constantly increasing body of studies devoted
to the full-length J.1MPI.

A more acceptable solution to the admitted problem of

applying the Wo\Pl to aerrd nary groups would perhaps be to construct, through
empirical i tem-analysis, a new "seminar,! adjustment" scale to be added to the
standard clinical scales according to llbj.ch the MMPI is scored.

Among those who have followed Bier in modifying the MMPI are Benko and
Nuttin, who developed tlan adaptation of the test for a population of European
culture, and more l!I~ciall,. for Belgian univerSity students" (2, p. iX).
Having modified the teet to suit European culture, Benko and Nuttin further
mod1.tied it to melee it, as they believe, more suitable for seminarians.
'ollowing Bier l s suggestion, they changed the WQl:'d1.ng (and, in many cases, the
content) of items especialJ.y related to religion and to social activities and
attitudes. They contend that their modi.tied version 1s essentially the same
test as the full-length English version of the MMPI despite the fact that they

have dropped 188 items and re-worded 25 others.

They applied their modified

version to 181 students of philosophy and theology in religiOUS orders and to

79 novices belOnging to different religious congregations of men. To th£se
same subjects they also applied a vocational adjustment self-rl):Ging scale which
was to sene as an external criterion of adjustment to seminary life.

They

found that their sem:lnarians obtained significantly higher scores than their
control group (soldiers and students) on only two scales, llif and Hy (2, p. 72).
They further found that three MMPI scales discriminated between well adjusted
and poorly adjusted seminarians better than did the other seven clinical scales:
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"'!he M£ scale seems of little value for our purpose.

The Pt, Sc, and By scales,

on the contrary, are those which, for our group of sern:inarians, are the most
8j'mptomatic.

In other terms, it :ts tendencies toward psychasthenia,

schizophrenic or schizoid per80nality, and hypochondriasis which are found in
most characteristic fal!Jhion among seminarians maladjusted to religious life"
(2, p. 101). They even single out affirmative answers to four ite1'll8 on the
MMPI as being particularl;r suggestive of vocational maladjustment:

"11 y a

quelque chose qui cloche dana mon espirit;" "La plupart du temps j ' ai le
catardJ" "Je deviens anx1eux et bouleverse de devoir faire un petit voyage hors
de chez moi;" and "La vie eet pour moi presque toujoura un effort."

They note

that a negative anawr to the statement "Je me sens heureux la plupart du
temps" is similarly suggestive of vocational maladjustment (2, pp. 101...2).
Finall;r, they suggest general norms for :i nterpretation of seminarians t MMPI
profiles:

"For the group of seminarians or young religious, as for the group

of novices whom we have examined, ,he fact of obtaining abnormally elevated
results on more than two clinical scales of the M¥.PI seems to be a very serious

---

indication of a lack of vocational adaptation.

Elevated results on only" one

scale do not suffice for the elaboration of a diagnosis.

They constitute an

interesting indication for a more profound examination and, eventually, for
appropriate direction and psychological reeducation" (2, p. 102).

CHAPl'Elt III
DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH

Subjects.

'!'he subjects of this experiment (henceforth to be called the

ExperiJl1antal Group) are i l l members of the same large religious order of men
within the Roman Catholic Church.

7.he order is a "clerical" order (i.e., an

order some of whose members rece! 't1l!) ecclesiastical ordination).

All the

subjects of this study are either candidates for the priesthood or newly
ordained priests completing their seminary studies.

For this reason, they are

referred to in the title of this thesis as "religious" seminarians (i.e.,
candidates for the priesthood who are :members of a religious order -

as con-

trasted with candidates for the diocesan or "secular" clergy, who belong to
no religious order and take no religiOUS vows). All subjects are being trained
in seminaries of the religious order located in the middlewestern section ot
the United states of America.

'!bey have all received

lit

unified aacetical

training considered by the Church to be uniquely diBtj nctive of the religious
order to which they belong.

They have all been ecclesiastical.l¥ approved tor

the traditional perpetual vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and all
have pronounced such vows in addition to a tourth vow binding them to live
perpetually according to the plan ot life distinctive ot the religious order of
which they are members.
!he religious order trom which these subjects were drawn prescribes a
rigidly unified course ot training for its members throughout the world.
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That
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course of training comprises two years of novitiate (devoted to intensive
ascetical training); two years of juniorate (devoted to studies approximating
those of the liberal arts college); three years of the study of scholastic
philosophy; three years of practice teaching at the high school or college
level; four years of study of dogmatic and moral theology and. canon Law; and a
final year of ascetical training. Members of the order are ordained to the
priesthood at the end of the third year of the study of theology.

Because of

the uniformity of their training, the subjects of this study were considered

!. ;erior! to

be a more homogeneous group of seminarians than those of the Bier

-

study (cf. p. 8).

Their homogeneity in MMPI performance required testing by a

procedure to be outlined. later (.,2£. p. 52 ).
'!heee subjects were considered to be at least minimally' adjusted to the
lite of this religious order and ita seminaries for the reason that all had
"persevered" (to use the term consecrated by" usage in this particular order)
through at least five years of training than

14

year8.

and 80me had persevered. through more

It seems not unwarranted to consider these subjects psycho-

logically adjusted to their form of ille, since it i8 a fact that the vast
jortty of men who survive five years of training in the order (which is noted
for ita severity in screening out inadequate members) spend the remainder of
heir lives in the order.

It may safely be predicted that only an insignitican

reentage of the seminarians who served as subjects for this study (perhaps

5

t the subjects, or approximately 7%) will drop out of the order before or
after ordination to the priesthood.· (This figure is based upon a study- of' unublished percentages of detections trom the order during the past

25 years.)

n the other hand, the maladjusted or unsuitable members drop out in
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comparatively great numbers during the first five (and especially during the
first two) years of training.

When the writer of this paper speaks, then, of

his subjects as a group of l1adjustedft seminarians, he means nothing more than
that they are seminarians who have lived from five to more than 14 years within
t~

order, with the approval of its demanding superiors, and that most of

them may be expected (un the basis of statistical studies) to be ordained to
the priesthood at the end of 13 years of training and to spend the remainder of

their lives as priests wi.thin the order.
Subjects were obtained by the investigator during visits to several
seminaries of the order.

Superiors permitted him to ad.dress the seminarians,

to explain the nature of his project, and to enlist their volun1'..a.ry cooperation,
No pressure was put upon any seminarian to participate :in the project, either
by superiors of the order or by the investigator.

The seminarians were

informed that the purpose of the project was the formulation ot a group profile

of "adjusted seminarians" of the order.

It was explained to than that they

qual.if1ed as "adjusted seminarians" in the minimal sense of the word explained
above.

They were told that only group results would be published in any form

and that it was hoped tha.t the research might serve an ult:imate purpose of

contributing to the construction of specific norms tor the use of the MMPI in
the screening of candidates for the priesthood in the religious order of which
they are members.
would be kept

They were assured that their participation in the project

complete~

anonymous.

'!hey were told to put no other identifica-

tion on their papers except a numerical indication ot their position along the
continuum of years ot training wi thin the order. They were assured that the
project had the complete approval of their proVincial and local superiors on

so
condition thet partiedpation be completely voluntar;y.
Mater:!. ale

tor the pro ject were made available in sufficient quantity

toot allr who wre e'Ven

ntmOte~

80

lnterested in participating might baWl auch

mat-er:hlls at htmcl. Meny loore p8l"8:)ns took such mate1"1al than actually'

participated in the nt.arch.

'lbey were allo.d to take the

~·~PI

in the

prj.vacy ot their own rooms and were urged not to discuS. the teat among
themselves until all the teat:tng fwd been completed.

mateq not to pa.rtioipate

Mre~

Those who decided ulti-

returned blank anner sheets \0 a looked box

placed jn an unobaervee location as a receptacle for completed (or blank)

answer abeetis.

They

were allowed several

day.

to answer the teat.

When the retur:na had been tabulated, :1t was discovered t.hat 79 semtnaritme
had tuJ.ed out inventories.

ot the

7fj protocol8, 8ix were di.scarded beoau88

they showed '1'·,oorea higher than 70 on the K scale. Sinoe Bier' a study bad
rejected any protocols with !-scorea above 70 on a validating acal.e, it
decided t.hat the same procadul:'e ought

was

to be adopted tor th18 reaearcb. (It is

to be noted, hoWever, that Bier did not use the K sct\le in hie reaearch, which

waa completed bedore the K scale war in general use.
:rejections

_1"8

Jl80e on the baa1.

ot excess1w

('..onaequent~,Bier'e

T"'Bcores

on scales L or F or on

the bas1. fJ of more than $0 unanswered i tema constituting the ?

.con,.

This

inveS'tigator found no scores higher than 70 on Icales L or F and no paper With

anywlwre near 50 unanswered. items.)

'lhe discarding of the six protocols with

high 11. scores left a total N of 73 for the Experimental. Group.

!he 73 subjects

of the Exper1.mental Group were distributed, aeoort11 ng to approximate age and.
precise number ot years of training completed wi thin the order, 1n t.he proportions abovn in Ta.ble 1 (p. 57).

Ages were est:bnate4 on the basis of known
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stattst:i.cs regarcll.ng mean ages tor the aentlncrians at each point of the training) the mean age for seminarians entering the novitiate of the order is
currently 19 years.

The total Experimental Group was eventually divided into

two subgroups for purposes of th1.s research in accordance with a rationale to
be explained later (p. 53).

Materials. Materials for the researoh were the booklet form ot the MMPI,

designed tor group administrf-tion, and the IBM answer sheets Whioh have been
designed for use with the booklet form.

566 statements

'!'he booklet form of the test contains

preceded by the directions I

This inventory consists of numbered statements. Read each statement
and decide whether it is true as applied to lOU or false as applied
to you.

You are to make your answers on the answer sheet you have. Look at
the example of the answer sheet shown at the right. If a statement
is TRUE or MOSTLY TRUE, as applied to you, blacken between the linea
in the collUDl'1 headed T. • • • If a statement is FALSE or NOT USUAu:t
TRUE, as applied to you, blacken betlleen the lines in the column
headed r. . .• If a statement does not apply to you or if it 1s
something that you dontt know about, make no mark on the answer sheet.
Remember to give YOUR OWN' opinion of yourself.
spaces i f YRu oan avoid it.

Do not leave blank

Scoring materials consisted of hand-scoring stencils for the group form of the
MMPI

for two validating scales (F and K) and 10 clinical seales (Hs, D, fly, Pd,

Mr, Pa, Pt., Se, Ma, and 51).
scored by inspection.

The other two validating scales (L and 1) are

All materiels used are publ:i.shed by the PS'1JchologicaJ.

Corporation.

Procedure. Each a.nswer sheet was scored by hand for each of the four
validating scales and for each of the 10 clinical seales named above.
procedure yielded raw scores on each of the 14 scales.

This

These raw scores were

$2

then trrulSls.ted into T-ecores with e. mean (If" 50 and a sigma
the

or 10 by

the uee of

ton,1'Ul.a.
10 (Ii - l-1)
T • SO ...

'!'hese T-acores may also be read

direc~

'm;
fronl tables given 51'1 the MHPI l>ltmual

Next the ra.w scores on the five olinical scales wt.d.ch are ord:t.nar~

(27).

corrected U.f the addf,tion of

and

correapond:L~

the

U8e

Rome

percentage of the K soore 'Were so cor:rected.,

T-scol"es wre calculated for tr.ese

OOl"'l"GCted

of transfow.D.tion table. given in the it1.fPI td.anual (27).

thue tar lEtft tl"A inftBtigator with four sets of score.,

raw

raw scores by
The procedure

seores without

X,

T-eoores oarrespond:J.ng to raw scores without leJ raw scores corrected. by add1t

of K or 80l'M:t percentage thereof; T..scoree COr:r8eponding to raw scores corraoted
tor

r..
As the next etep 1.n the procedure, the totAl Experj mentAtl Group

divided into two subgroups

80

on the M}{p:r might 'be tested.

waUl

that the bJpothesis of homogeneity of performance

Ins:p£JoM.on of Table 1 lrl.l1 show tlll'l,t the dis-

tr1bution of subjeots accord1ng to approx:i.mt:;,te age and preeise number ot year.
of training w1th:!,n tbe order i8 unequal, trlth the greater' numbers of su1:)jecta

falling at the extremea.

Z1embera of the order who were at the

1nte~Ate

stages ot tra1n1ng 'Were not readily available to the j,n'I88t1gator in any large

number.. It wu decided that the bomogenaity ot thia group in MHPI performance
might be statistioally tested by diViding its members into two subgroups with
8.

cut ting""'POint ttre4 at the psychological midpoint or the course of tn.1ning.

Thid psychological midpoint was cons5.dere<i to be the period or pr&etice teach1

tor the priesthood in this religious order
are eubjected after the completion or IItmln of their lb ;yl!tar8 or tra1n1ng. It
to whjoh all proapeot1~ candidates
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is generally maintained by members of the order that the practice teaching
period effects more noticeable changes in the persona.l.it1es of the seminarians
than does e.rry other period in the course of training.

The subjects were

therefore div1ded into those who had had at least one year of practice teaching
and those who had had none.
reierred to henceforth as the
as the Teaching Group.

Those who had had no teaching experience will be
Non-~aching

Group; the rest will be referred to

When the total Experimental Group is so divided, N for

the Non-Teacb5ng Group becomes

.36;

l~

tor the Teaching Group, 37. For the

comparison of these two groups, raw Bcores were employed because they ware
readily available and directly comparable and. undistorted by any transfonnation

probability of the critical ratio were calculated for these two groups

The range, the mean, the standard deviation, the critical ratio (or t-ratio),

and the

on each of the 10 clinical scales.

The formula used for the calculation of the

critical ratio was:

0- diff
In this iormula, Ml -

~

is the dif'ference between the means of the two sub-

groups (Teaching and Non-Teaching) J o-diff 1s the standard error of the
difference between the means.

~e

probability of the critical ratio was read

directly from the nomal probability table; such procedure was thought vaJ.id
because the degrees of freedom were

34 for the Non-Teaching Group and 35 for

the Teaching Group (N ... 2 tor each group 1:ecause of the fixing of the mean and
standard deviation for each group). It. two-tailed test was employed because the
direction of possible deviation of one group from the other was unpredictable

in udva.'1ce.

The. 05 level of confidence vlas accepted in advance.

In order to test the second hypothosj.s ..... that the ExperiJnental Group did
not differ from. the l-iinnesota 1>iale Normal Group -- raw scores without the K

correction tiare employed because norms for the r1iru1esota Hale Normal Group were
availnble in terms of Buch raw scores.

Noans, standard dev5.ations, and critica

-

ratios (or t ..ratios) were again calcula.ted. for each of t:be 10 clinical scales
according to the procedure outlined immediately above.

'the probabi.lity of the

critical ratios was again determined from the normal probabili tytal)le because

.t.r..e N for each group ws sufficiently large to warrant such procedure. A

000-

tailed test 1rJas used because Bier had already establisn(1d that all differences
betwee~l

his seminarians and his college population were In the direction of

higher scores for the seminarians.

Since studies of college students In turn

show that they deviate from the l·1innesota. Horrrlal Group ill the direction of

higher scores (22), it was hypothesized thnt the Experimental Group of this

-

thesis would, a fortiori, deviate fro;:1 the Hinnesota I':orrr.als i.n the direction

of mgller scores.

It was decided thG.t the

.05 level of confidence '\1."Ould

1.'6

accepted.
In t.esting the third and final hypotheSis -

the hypothes:i.s of no

difference between the Dier Group and the Ex:peri.rnental Group -. T-scores were
employed. because the Bier results were available only j.n the fom of T...scores
calculated by the fOl'lrr..u.a given on page

52.

The T-scores were calculated from

raw scores without trw K correction because Bier did not use K in his
calculations.

Comparisons ware Iiade on only nine of the clinical scales becau

the tenth scale (5i) was not in use at

ttJ.6

tir:1e of the Bier study.

l1eans,

standard deViations, and critical ratios (or ~-ratios) were calculated for the
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nine scales.

The critical ratios were subjected to a two-t&:Ued test because

no hypothesis could be formulated regardl.ng the direction of possibl.e
deviation of the Experimental Group .from the Bier Group.

Probabili ty was

determined from compar:Lson with the nomal probability table because the
degrees of .freedom were la.rge (71 for the Experimental Group; 169 for the mer
Group).

It was decided thet the .05 level of confj dence would be accepted as

significant.

AliALYSJS 01' n.E~ULTS

The fint question which the design of the research proposed to lnvestigate wa.a the homogeneity of the Experimental Group.

As has l.»en stated earlier

the writer of this theais (in order to test Bier's statement that his
heterogeneous group was tie good repreaentatiw sampling of studenta for the

priestboodtf ) chose a group wtieh seemed
of onll' one rel1g1oWl order drawn b'om a

E.i!!

tacie more hcaoganeoue (members

oomparative~"

restricted geographical

area of the United states and subjected to a uniform and highq dist.:!..nctive
l1acetlcal training).
~J!'MPI

It was proposed that the homogeneity ot this group in

performance might be statistically oosted by d.1v1.ding S.ta members into two

subgroups with a cutting.point fixed at the psychological midpoint of the cour
of training (ot. p. $2). The f.mbjects were theretore divided :into those who
h4ld had at least one yew of' pract1,ce-teaching and tho_ who had l'lOt.

Those

wo had not had any teach1 ng experience are called the llon ...Teaeting Group; the
reat, the 'I'eacblng Group.

When the

totsJ. .EJcperimental

for the Non-'reaor::'l.ng Group becomes 36, Ii tor the
tabulated according

Group is 80 di'rided, N

'l'each~ng

Group, 37. When

to a,pproximate age arld years of training v:i.thin the order,

the subjects are grouped as shown in Table 1.

S7
Table 1
Distribution of Experimental Group (N-73) According
to Approximate Age and Years ot Training

Non-Teaching Gr~~ (N-36)
Years of Training

S

6
7

Age

Number

ot

SUbjects

!h

17

26

3

2S

16

Teaching Group (N-37)
Year. of Training

8
9

10
II

12

13

14

Age

27

28

29

)0

31
32
33

Number ot Subjects

1
1

o
4
8

o

23

r\'~

Inspection of Table 1 w:i.ll shoW' that the dj,str1.bution is unequal, With
the greater number of subjects falling at the extremes in terms of age and

years of training. Members of the order who were at the intermediate point ot
their training were unavailable to the 1nwJstigator except in small numbers.
It i8 not felt, howver, that this unequal. distribution works against the
testing ot homogeneity; on the contrary, the :i..nvestigator believes that i t
groups at extreme. of age and training within the order do not differ
Significantly from each other, the total Experimental Group which they

consti tute may well be said to be homogeneous.

Specifically, it groups ot

subjects at these extremes perform homogeneoual.y on the MMPI, they may be

·
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considered to constitute one homogeneous group tor comparison with the MMPI
performance with the Bier heterogeneous group.
Table

2

D1tfert!lnoos between Mearus ot Non-Teaching Group (N-.36) and Teaching
Group (N-'7) in Tenu of Mf.1PI Raw Seores without K

Range

Mean

SD

0-13
11-29
11-37

0-1.3

).69
S.16
18.71
19.78

T

JS-28
11-32
10-26
6-2S

21•.%
21.8S
16.30
lS.87

2.82
3.56
4.$4
S.7S
3.01

Nt 1-1'
f

20-42
21-42

I-T

7-17
6-16
4-32
2-3S
4-3S
3-27
11-27
9-24
12-hS
11-h7

30.17
28.58
11.42
10.63
12.00
11.73
12.33
11.00
15·tS
1S.6
25.56
26.4.3

Scale

B" N-T*
T**
D

By
Pd

Pa

NwT
T

N-T
T

N-T

!

pt

N-T
'1'

So N-T
T
Me.

N-T
T

81 N-T

T

4.20

3.93

4.16

6.00
2.50
2.S0
2.44
6.71
6.56
7.08
S.62
.3.02
.3.70
7.28
7.77

ifN-T indicates the Non-Teaching Group

*IT indicates the Teaching Group

***is cal.cula.ted tor a two-tailed teat

-t-ratio

p***

1.91

>.05

1.06

>.10

.60

).10

.73

:>.10

1.2$

>.10

1.20

>.10

.34

;>-10

1.18

>.10

1.08

~10

.46

>.10
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Table 2 shows that the Exper:1mental Group does, jn fact, perform homogeneouslY' on all scales

ot the MMPI. It is of some interest to note that

the

Non-Teaching Group shows a slight (but stat:i.st1cally i.ns1gnificant) trend.
toward higher scores on the "psychot:ie" scales of tl-..e MMP! (Pa, Sc, and Y'm),

while the Teael-d.ng Group shows a silllil.ar slight (but statistica1J¥ ins1gn1ticant) trend toward higher scores on the "neurotic" scales (Hs., D, and If;y).

'!be

only difference even approach:! ng statl.stical significance i8 on seale 1 (Hs»)
on whlch the

Teac"~::\ng

Group scores higher.

If a

one-tej~led

the Teac);i.ng Group wotud have scored M.gher than the

test had been used,

~lon-Teach!ng OrO'llP

(therefore sho~;ing gre.s.ter maladjustment of a hypochrondriacal ni1cture) with a.

probability o£ .0281. Since, hotHever .. no published studi•• on the NMFI with
which the writer .of this thesis is acquainted show a trend toward elevat:i.on ot
H. scores with age, there was no just:tfication for predicting higher score.

the older group -

and .. oonsequently .. no justlt1.cation for a one-tailed

tar

ten.

In sll1l'lm£lr.Y, then, it m.ay be said that, on the baels of the data given in

Table 2.. the. experimental group ot this thesis per:f'orme homogeneously on the
MMPI..

Since the differences in performance betwen the two subgroups ot the

Experimental Group {Teaching and Non-Teaching} prove to be staft1st1oalll'
insign1ticant.. the distinction between these two subgroups wUl be disregarded.
in all further an.al;rsi. at results of this re_arch, and the Experj.rnental
Group

win

be treated aa one whole (»-7:3).

'igure 1 show the profile formed by mean raw 8Coresuncorreeted 'b7 It
and transformed. acoording to the tormula deecribed above (p. ,2).
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Figure 1

ot

Profile of Experimental Group (N-T3) Based upon Tnuutformation
Raw Seores (x) Wii:.hout Addition of K
n
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Figure 1 move that the hip,st point ot the group PJ'Of*ile bued

Oll

raw

&IOOfte w1thout K 18 equivalent to a T-eoore ot 67 (almost 2 81pas abow the
Man

ot Minnesota Normal Malee) on scale JU'. fbis el.eftt1on on the }oit acale

1. in keeping with tbe findings reported in studies

ot

mala college atuden't;a

(22). It ia now generally bel1ewci that the Hi' ecale ....urea not
"fead.nin1tY"

80

much u cultural intereata

1IlO1'e

tully developed. than tho_ of

the M1nneeota Normal Hales. Since tbe Mt Deale i" now aemral.l3 cl1scredite4

(ct.

pip.

29-,30), it JtaY 1» more mean inatul to consider the eeoonct-b1abetrt.

elevation ahovn in table 1 aa the MOat diftinctiw MMPI 800N ot the
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ExperimentalGroup.

The aecond-highest scale is the Hy scale, which is

elevated to preciaely 1 standard deviation above the lIlean tor M1nnesota Uonual
Males.

This group of seminarians would, therefore, appear to be markedl.y'more

tense than the Minnesota Normal Males, with their tensions seeking outlet in

conversion symptoms such as ga8trointe8fiinal complaints, cardiac manifestations,

paralyse.,

eontractures, etc. (27 .. p. 19).

'.the next highest elevation

in the group profile occurs on seale 6 (Pa), on which the group mean falls
almost 1 standard deviation above the mean lor Minnesota Normal Males.

MMPI Manual describes subjects with high scores on scala 6

8.1

'lbe

"characterized

by auspiCiOusness, oversensitiv:tty and delUSions of persecution" (27, p. 20)

wben the scores are in the abnonnal range (i.e., higher than a T....core ot 70).
Since the Experimental Group score on the Pa scale is not within the abnormal
range, Hathaway's description of the milder symptoms found among the Pa

eriterion group may be more useful as a clue to the meaning of the Fa pertom-

anee of these seminarians.

"Milder symptc>ms,. says HatJu'nlay, "included

suspiciousness" an excess of interpersonal. sensitivi ty.. and an underlying
rigidity of opinions and attitudes" (26, p. 110). The Experimental Group alao

appears to be characterized by a higher than usual degree of depression (D
seale) and by an umum.al abaence ot deep emotional response (Pd seale).

As

calculated on the basie ot raw scores without the K correction (Table 3), the
profile does not seem to be significant in any other respects (since 'l'-acores

between

54

and

46

are general..l3 disregarded in the interpretation ot profiles)

When coded by the original. Hathaway syat.em (2,) 27, p. 17), the group profile
baaed upon transformed raw scores without K would be written as '(5).)624-.

Figure 2
Profile of Exper5.rnental Group (N-7.3) 'Baaed. upon Tranatonu:t:1oD of
Raw SCore. Wi. th Addition of It (k)
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When the It correction is taken into account (aa in Figure 2). the group
profile cl'lanpl qui te

rad1~.

Tbe .tf acale remains predca.1nant I but scale.

7 (pt) and 8 (Sc) are elevated into a t1ed. second place. This would. suggeat
that, if the K corruet1on ia valld tor this grooup, the group 1. characterised
(on the basis of the high pt lOON) by n}iloh1a8 or oompulaift behaY1o:r" and. by
ttmild depreslJ1on, exce••ive 'W01"17, lack of conf1.denoe, or inability

to

concentrate" (27, p. 20). On the basi. of an eqtl8.l.q high So ecore, tile group
IRq

be _id to be "characterized by b1ur.re and unwmal thought or behaYior"

6)
(27, p. 20) of a type oommonly thought ot as hschizoid."

If these interpreta-

tions of the group characteristios of the. seminarians are valid (and their

validity hinges upon the validity of the K correction), they are indeed
disturbing.
pointe

~t

For the K correction makes the Pt, Sc, and fly soales the high

the protile.

But these are precisely the scales whioh Benko and

-

Nuttin ha_ found to be a,mptomatio of maladjustment to religious life (cf. p.

46) I It haa been proved, however, that the Pt soale correlates very highly
with So, 80 that elevation on the one i8 apt

-

to elevate the other

concomit~

(ct. p. 3,). Moreover, T-soores below 70 are considered Within the normal.
rAnge,
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that no point of the profile of the Experimental Group (eYen when
~ be

modified by K)

considered "dangerously" high.

three scales Whloh Benko and Nuttin have

StUl, elevation on the

tound. to be cl1agnostie of maladjust-

.nlt to Hminary life suggest that either Benko and Nutttn'8 modified MMPI i .

oot equivalent to the full-length MMPI used in this study (which is quite
possible») or that the Experimental Group is not an adjusted group (and that,
conseque~,

a

~

ot seminarians

may go on living in a religioua order for

ywtars and perhaps for a l1tet'ime and be basically maladjusted. to their way ot
life -

whioh seema abaurdh or, final.ly', that the K oorrection distorts the

MMPI performance of teds seminary group.
There is some question in the investigator's mind about the propriety of
using the K correction with this Experimental Group.

Since the individual

subjects took the MMPI with assuranoe ot ccaplete anonymity, with rather tun
knowledge of the purposes Which their protocols were to serve, and with no

pressure ot any sort exerted upon them to participate in the project, it seems
quite unl:1kely that any of them should reasonably haft felt any compulsion

to

"fake good" (as the consecrated MMPI terminology expresses the tendency to
awid looking abnormal on the test).

Nevertheless, their mean score on the K

scale was 17 (tor both Teaching and. Non-Teaching Groups).

A score ot 17 lies

approximat8q 1 sips. above the mean for Minnesota Norma1l"lales on the K scale.
McKinley and Hathaway reporta

"'!he largest mean that we have obServed

LOn the

K sca:J.!l was obtained from graduate electrical engineers. These men were
studied during the war and were mostly around .30 years of age.

They

were

exempted from military duty in order to carry on aviation research and at the
tiM of testing were applying tor special airplane cont 1"01 testing at high

altitudes" (37, p. 120). These men had obvious reasons for ttfald.ng good."
Since the mean for the Experimental Group of this thesis is even higher than
this "largest mean" (16.72) .. the Exper1lnental Group seems cl.ee.rl\Y unusual in
its K performance.

For that reason, and since the writer of this thesis can

otfer no explanation tor the anomaly except to hazard the guess that age and

education (and particularly test sophistication) may have raised the K scores,
he prefers to leave the interpretation ot the K-corrected scores to possible
later research and to consider as the more valid profile ...- or at least as the

more certainly intelligible prof:i.le -

that which has been drawn without K

(Figure 1).

Benko and Nuttin report that "abnormally elevated results on !2!! ~
clJn1cal scales

at the MMPI seems to

voeational adaptation" (2, p. 102)

!!!!

be a very serious indication of a lack of

£5..

p.

46). Table 3 will

elevated profiles for the Experimental Group.

show the number of
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Table 3

Number of Protocols ot Experimental Group (N-7.3) with Abnormal
nevations (T770) on Basis of Scores with It-Correction

Added

';3
11
10

No seale elevated
Only ME elevated.
1 scale elevated

S
7

2 scales elevated
.3 scales elevated (incl. Mf)
4 scales elevated
S seales elevated
6 scales elevated
7 scale. elevated
8 scales elevated

2

1

2
1
,1

Since all subjects of the Experimental. Group who showed elevation on three
Iceles sho_d elevation on the Mf scale (which Benko and Nuttin admit to be an
insignificant seale -

ct.

p. 46), only sewn subjects may be considered to

show elevation on "more than two" scales.
approximately

lO%

Seven subjects constitute

of the Experimental Group.

If the Berko and Nutt1n findings

are valid tor their mod1tied MMPI, and it their aoditied MI<lPI is equivalent to
the original MMPI used in this study, 10% of the Experimental Group are apt to

be

-

b~

adjusted to semilua",y life.

On the

basis of statistical expectation

(ot. p. 48), 'tLis figure seems high by about

,;%.

'the next step in the analysis of data involves making a comparison

between the Experimental Group and the Minnesota Normal Male Group.
shows such a comparison.

The computation of Table

4 was complicated

Table

4

by the

unfortunate fact that standardization data for some of the soale. of the MMPI
are available only in somewhat defective fom.

The N of the stand.ard1zation
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Table "
Comparl~:n

of Experimental ClroUP (N-73) with Minnesota Normal ! :EJ.a~
on Basis of Raw Scores without K
Mean

SD

Seale

H

He H*
EM

300

D

341

18.1

1)

19.2~

M
B

lhS

13

16.;0
2410

3.60

Pd M

294

12."

h.OO

)00 (est.)
1)

20.50

E
)t

)00 (est.)

7)

1'1
.K

H7

E

13

Mt H
Pa

(eat.)~

4.S
4.45

).10

4.9
S.lS

1.71J8

<.O!>

10.091

<_01

4.~

1.m

<_01

29.)8

s.oo
s.),

12.926

~.01

6.00

).s

8.58h

<_01

2.130

<-OS

2.523

<_01

3.)6

2.S53

~.Ol

9.00
7.5.3

.978

;>-0$

16.08

n.o3

Pt M
E

29.3
1)

10.00

So M

)00 (e"'.)

S.se

n.67

a.b.?
1.00
6.6b.

9.SO

7.SO

E

13

1467

HIt M

E

29b
7)

14.$1

K

)00 (est..)

73

4.S

p*"

•
.no

E

It

t-rat.:lD

3.1$

1)

81

-

35.11
1S.oo
26.00

6•.35

h.h2

4IH indicates the lot1nneeota Normal Male Group
**B 1nd1cate. ti. ~ntal. Grou.p of this theais

OCtl.culated for a one-ta:Ued ten
in41_tea an enimated N tor the Minne80ta Normal Mal. Group

*IH1p . . .
~.

sample of M1nneeota Normal Halea haa not been publiahe4 for all aealea.

those l~. whicl1 are pntc1..~ known are 29),

294, 294, 345,

and

Since

.3b7 - and-,inct
\
}
I

\
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it is known that approximately the same number ot males were used tor the
standardization ot each scale -

the investigator felt that he would not be

doing violence to the data by est:hnating an N ot 300 tor those scales for
which the precise N was unknown.

A comparison of the Experimental Group and

the Minnesota Nomal Male Group se&med desirable, if' not imperative, and no
other way

ot

making such a comparison was avajlable.

However, conclusions

drawn from Table 4 should be read with 1ihe reseM'ation that they are only as
precise as the estimate of N for those scales for which N was estimated.

(If

N were actually as low as 200 for the scales for which it was estimated at 300,
only the ditferences on the Pt scale would drop tran an acceptable

to an

unacceptable degree of confidence.)
On the assumption that the estimates in Table

accurate, it appears the t -

4 are

substant~

even at the .01 leTe1 of confidence -

tne

Experimental Group differs Significantly fl'om the Minnesota Male Normal Group
on scales.)

(B7), 4 (Pd), 5

(Mf), 6 (fa), 8 (Sc), and 9 (Ma).

on scales 2 (D) and 7 {pt} are significant beyond the

'lbe differences

.OS level

of can!idence.

OnlJr on scales 1 (Hs) and 10 (5i) are the differences insignificant even at
the

.05 level. The norms

by wfrl_ch the MMPI is usually scored are, then,

obviously inapplicable to this seminar;?' population except in the cases of the
scales for hn>ochondria8is and social introversion.
l1nal~,

the comparison may be made

be~_en

the MMPI performance ot this

Experimental Group and the HMPI performance of the Bier Group of seminarians.

It has been demonstrated that tile Experimental Group i8 homogeneous in it.
performance on the MMPI and that it ditters tr<lll the Minnesota Normal Mele
Group performance very significantly (at the .01 level ot confidence) on six
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of the 10 scales and significantly (at the .05 level of confidence) on two
additional soa.les.

Now the final question to be answered is:

whether this

Experimental Group of semj narians trom a religious order represents the same

population aa the Bier seminary sample, Which haa been called tta good
representative sampling of students tor the priesthood."

Table 5 presents the

data. on the baais of Wh:1ch an answer to that question may be made.

In the calculation of probabilities j.n Table

5,

a two-tailed test was

employed, since 1.t was impossible to predict the direction in which the
Experimental Group mi.ght differ fran the Bier Group it it differed at all.

It

is evident, however, trom Table 5 that in all instances of aign:1.f'icant
difference, the difference is in the direction of higher scores tor the
Experimental Group.
It the .0$ level of significance i8 accepted, the Experimental Group
perto1".m8 in a significantly different manner from the Bier Group on four

Bcales:

scalea.3 (By), 4 (N), 5 (Mf), and 6 (Pa).

Of these tour signifi-

cantly different perfomances, two .- the performances on scales

5

(Mf) and

6 (Pa) are s:i.gniticant even at the .01 level ot confidence. Greatest discrepancy in performance is found on scale 6 (Pa).
How are these data to be interpreted?

If Hathaway's deecriptionof the

type of perlOnality that scores moderately highly on

BCale

6 (Pa) is correct,

then the Experimental Group is marked by "suspiciousness, an excess ot interpersonal sensitivity, and an
(26, p.

no) -

under~

rig1cU.tyof opiniOns and attitudes"

and thia to a significantly greater degree than the Bier group.

In accordance with the oOl1ll1on current interpretation of the significance of
the Mt scale, it may also be said that the Experimental Group is signiticantq
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T&.bl.e

5

Comparison ot F.:x:.perimental Group (B-73) and Bier Group (N-l71)
on Basis of T-Scores Transfol'J'l'1ed. from Raw
Scores Without K

-

Mean

an

E*

:a-

,0.12
51.09

8.14

.882

>.10

E
B

55.94
53.42

12.,8
ll.14

1.462

>.10

59.16

6.64
7.72

2.lJ9

<.os

9.78
10.38

2.180

<.os

Scale
Hs
D

~

,Pd

lit
Pa
Pt

Be
Me.

E

:a

51.01
$,.42
52 •.30

E
B

67.41

E
B

7.76

10.4)

l-rat10

P***

9S2

2.802

~.Ol

6.15
7.21

S.6l1

,.01

B

63.h4
59.7$
54.33
53.16
5.3.92

9.19
8.95

1.014

>.10

E
B

53.37
53.10

3.as
1.10

.510

>.10

E
B

53.81

1.10
8.44

.712

>.10

E
B
E

54.66

*E indicates Experimental Group ot this thesis
indicates Bier Seminary' Group
***p was calculated for a two-tailed test
*If)

more cultured in its tastes and interests than is the Bier Group. If the

.OS

level of confidence is accepted, the higher performance of the E1tperimenta1
Group on scale

3

(Hy-) may be considered to inciicate that members

ot the

Experimental Group are more marked than the Bier Group by- "somatic compla:i.nts,"
by a tendency to consider themselves Itunusua.lly wll socialized," by' periods of

unhappiness and "blues"

4

05,

p. 90). On the basis of the high score on scale

(Pd), the experimental group mq be considered significantly lea. inhibited,

les8 conforming, and emot10~ shallower than the Bier Uroup (27, p. 19).
Interpretation of scores within the normal range -

50

and

between 'r-acores of

70 - in which all the Experimental Group means 11e is an extremeq

delicate and hazardous operation.

'.1he most that can be &aiel with certain1iy is

that the performance of the Experimental Group is significan'b~ different (in
a. statistical sense) from that of the Bier Group at the .01 lewl o£ conticlence

on

BCaleS

wtdoh are designed. to identify paranoid and effeminate personalities

and at the

.05 level of conf'idence on scales

hysteric and psychopathic personalities.

which are deSigned to identify

But these scales clearq :i.dentif7

such personalities, U' at all, only in cUe. where the T-scor&s exceed 70.
Moreover, even with T-soores above 70, all scales are fallible in the sense

that they may miscl.aasify a certain percentage of noma.le 'Who produce
positi,"," recordal

6% for the Pd scale, 3% for the

unapecit1ed percent for the Pa scale.

BY

If

false

8cale, and an

'!'he Mf scale has l!O known clinical

signi1'icanee I as this paper has repeatedly wisteel.

Consequently, the onq

prudent statement that can be made about. the data of Table

S in a

qualitative

sense is that the Expen-ntal Qroup of this thesis performs in ways aomewhat
similar to the 1f8YII in which paranoid, effeminate (or h~ cultured) I
hysteriC, and asocial psychopathic personali tie a perform on the MMPI -

1:.0 a

degree significe.nt:b' greater than the degree to Which the Bier Group performs
in these va;rs.
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The major null hypothesis of this thesis was the hypothesis of no
difterence in MMPI performance between the Bier Group and the Experimental

.05 level of confidence. On the

Group significant at the

presented abo.,... that null hypotheSiS may be rejected scales ),

11., 5,

and 6.

baSis of the data

specifically for

In other words .. the MMPI pertomance i8 80

Significantly' difterent that the tllO groups mq be said to be samples of
si.gnificantly different popula.tiona.

Consequently', Bier.s contert\ion that his

subjects represent tta good representatiw sampling ot students tor the

priesthood" must be accepted with qual1tlc.'9.tlon.
to mean that the Bier Group
populations} it certainq
6.

1118.)" be

II'lq

The statement cannot be read

used as a normati_ group tor all 1l'e!lins.17

not be used as normative tor scales ),

4, ."

and

The subjects Who parti c:l.pa.ted. in this study were all young men who had

lived from five to lh years within the one religious order of Which they all
were members.

They had all been eccleSiastically approved for perpetual vows

within that order.

Some of them (N-23) had already' been ordained to the prie

hood. A study of detections from the order within the past 25 years leads to
the statistical expectation that approx:imately 93% of the subjects of this
experiment will live out their entire lives as priests in this religious order.
'!hese facta suggest that this group mq be considered -- as a group -

well

adjusted to sendnary and priestly' and rellgj ous 11!e. Yet on tour scales of
the MMPl, this group performs in a statistically Significant "abnormaJ..ttway.
'!'he subjects appear statistically to be lligniticantly "maladjusted" when

compared even with another seminary' group. . It cannot be said trom. this study

.2 early

suell "deviations" begin to appear in

a study ot younger members than those employed

members
:i.n

of this relig3.ous orderJ

this research would help to
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a.ns'tler that question.

Nor can any statement about the degree of adjustment to

religious or seminary or priestq ille be made about
this grouPJ a

atu~

~

individual member of

using some external criterion of vocational adjustment liOulti

help to answer that question.

But

~e

results of tilis

stu~

do suggest that a:n;,

religious order (and perhaps any seminary) which contemplates using the MMPI as

a screem.ng derlae for candidates for the priesthood should construct its own

norms, using adjusted members of its own speCific population as a standardization group or normative sample, rather than simply- accepting either the Bier
results or the results of the study of the Experimental Group of this the.i ••
since there appears to be no such thing (at least to date) a8 the 1denti1"iable
It

seminarian profile ff for the MMPI.

CHAP'l'ER V

The investigator proposed to study the MMPI performances of a homogeneous
group of seminarians, members ot one distinctive religious order within the
Roman Catholic Church.

He proposed to compare their MMPI performance with the

performances ot the Minnesota Male Normal Group (used as the standardisation
sample for the MMPI) ami of the Bier heterogeneous (p"Oup of seminarianJl.

Be

administered the MMPI to 79 anonymous volunteers who were presumably weU
adjusted -- as a group -- to seminar.y lite within their religious order.

He

rejected. the protocols of s1x of these seminarians beeause their f-scores on
the

J(

soale exceeded 70.

N therefore equalled. 73.

He d.iscOYered no signifioant intra-group ditferences in MMPI performance
within his Experimental Group.
He found Significant difterences between the performance of his

Experimental Group and the performance of the Minnesota Male Normal Group at
the .01 level ot confidence on scales 3,

ot contidence on scales 2 and 7.

4, S, 6, 8, and 9; at the .0S left1

Onl;y on scales 1 and 0 were the performances

statistically undistinguishable.
Be fomd significant dilferenee. be.een the performance of h1a Expel"1men-

tal Group and the perfol"MaIlce ot the Bier Group of seminarians at the .01 level

ot contidence on soales S and 6J at the .OS level ot confidence on scales 3
and

4.

13
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His Experimental Group yielded distinctly ditferent

~~I

profiles depend-

ing upOn whether those protiles were drawn from scores with or without the K

correlation added. Without the K correction, the high points ot the group
profile were scales

>,

3, 6, 2, and 4 (in that order). With the K correction,

the high points were scales

>,

7

&

8 (tied), 3 IX 4 (tied), 6, 2

&

9 (in that

order).
The investigator advanced the suggestion that his results indicate the
need tor religious orders and seminaries to oonstruct their own indtvidual

norms it they intend to use the MMPI as a screening device tor candidates,
since his stu.dy indicates that there i8 no one identifiable • 8em1narian
profile" tor the MMPI.
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